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1. An introduction to the concept

1.1. Problem Statement
There is widespread consensus amongst international fisheries research that the world's fish stocks are under
serious threat (Pauly et al. 2005). With an estimated 25% of the worlds fish stocks over-exploited or decimated and a further 52% at full exploitation (FAO 2007), there is little hope for future increases in production
and many questions about long term sustainability. Juxtaposed against this situation is the overwhelming reality of an increasing world population coupled with a rising demand for fish products as they are perceived
world wide as a high quality, low cost form of protein. Aquaculture is commonly cited as the solution to the
growing gap between supply and demand (e.g. Marra 2005).
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The apparent success of the post-WWII technology focused "green revolution" in South-east Asia (Evenson
and Gollin 2003) has spawned interest in the technological possibilities of aquaculture as the next step,
coined the "blue revolution". The call for a blue revolution has been, over the past 20 years, widely incorporated into international development efforts resulting in many successful projects and institutions in Southeast Asia. Aquaculture production in South-East Asia doubled between 1990 and 2000 (FAO 2007).
However, much of the spread of aquaculture has had unintended or detrimental side-effects. There are many
questions about the environmental sustainability of aquaculture practices, particularly issues related to water
pollution, competition and genetic impacts on wild populations, and drug and chemical usage. Additionally
much of the expansion in aquaculture has been driven solely by economic considerations that ignore much
of the local social diversity and can result in significant issues surrounding equity, power and knowledge (e.g.
van Mulekom et al. 2006). As public perception of these issues increases, governments, NGOs and aquaculture producers alike are exploring new governance arrangements to allow continued growth of the aquaculture industry while reducing the negative impacts.
Recently, market based mechanisms for control of environmental and social aspects of production have become very popular, ideas like certification systems and international standards (Ponte and Gibbon 2005). The
intent of these kinds of interventions is to create a clear measurable system that will promote positive changes in aquaculture practices by offering market incentives like increased profit, or better market access. Certification and standards systems like “organic”, “fair trade”, or “marine stewardship council”, are well established in other international food commodities, but are still underdeveloped in the aquaculture sector. This
will not remain the status for long, as many programs are underway around the globe to develop universal
standards for aquaculture.
The story of Vietnamese Pangasius (a kind of catfish, also called Basa or Tra) is a good example of the creation of new standards to change the environmentally and socially unsustainable practices of a rapidly developing aquaculture industry. The Pangasius industry located in Vietnam’s Mekong Delta has grown at an
astonishing 35% per year in production volume, in 2007 exceeding an estimated 1.2 million metric tonnes
(Bush, Khiem et al. in press). With this kind of production, and a very cheap cost of production, Vietnam has
been able to capture large segments of the market, such that it is very easy for the average consumer to now
find frozen Basa/Tra fillets all over the world.
Such amazing growth and market penetration has begun to attract international scrutiny. There are many unanswered questions about the social and environmental sustainability of such rapid growth. Many concerns
have been raised about use of drugs on the farms, water pollution, exploitation of wild fish stocks for feed,
and wage and labour inequalities. In response to this several international NGOs and fish trading companies
have begun to develop and implement social and environmental certification programs of Pangasius aquaculture in Vietnam. Some examples are Naturland Organic Standards, GlobalGAP (formerly EUREPGAP) and
Safe Quality Food (SQF) 1000 and 2000, which are more focused on food safety issues, but include elements
of environmental and social sustainability, and the World Wildlife Fund’s Pangasius Aquaculture Dialogue
which focuses almost exclusively on these issues (Mantingh and Dung 2008).
However hopeful or polished the proponents of certification and standards systems may be, it would be illadvised to assume that they are the panacea that will solve all the problems of the aquaculture industry. Cer-
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tainly there are many potential benefits in their implementation, and many agro-food industries have had varying degrees of success in market based control structures. However there are also many academic publications that have tracked problems created by certification and standards. For instance the technical realities of
the situation can wreak havoc on planning when a required fix is too complicated to implement, or problems
are being caused by unalterable natural conditions. The societal situation in which standards are developed
and introduced can also severely affect the process when there are inequalities in power that can lead preferential opportunities created for one group over another (Klooster 2006, Vandergeest 2007).
The creation and implementation of standards is heavily mediated by both realities (physical and social) in
the surrounding and the target system itself. It is important to realize that standards setters must define the
boundaries their target system, which system participants to include in the standards and who will be responsible for implementing the desired changes. However it is a mistake to think that those responsible for
changes are completely free to do as they wish, rather these actors are embedded in a broader reality that
constrains their performance. Certification systems have been encouraged by the Vietnamese government,
and championed by NGOs and industry associations to promote social and environmental sustainability in
the Pangasius industry, however, these initiatives tend to be narrow in focus are proceeding on relatively limited data. Understanding how system actors, embedded in physical and social realities, interact and interplay
within and outside the boundaries of certification is an important step toward the formulation of effective
standards for social and environmental sustainability. This thesis is an empirical evaluation of the embeddedness of Pangasius farmer performance in physical and social realities and how this interacts with the
boundaries defined by proposed and operational certification systems in Vietnam’s Mekong Delta.
In order to accomplish it will be necessary to provide sufficient background material to contextualize the discussion, provide theoretical framework and define supporting concepts, and identify an analytical target. Subsequent postings will seek to illuminate these elements and then use them to formulate specific questions that
will be pursued in the remainder of the thesis.

1.2. Research Questions
There are currently many different environmental and social sustainability certification schemes currently under development in Vietnam, all attempting to encourage more environmentally and socially acceptable practices in the farming industry. These different schemes are being promoted by NGO’s, international fish buyers and even the Vietnamese government, albeit for a variety of different reasons. However, there are many
who have voiced scepticism over the touted benefits of this new mode of governance, producing examples
of failed and ineffective certification systems from other places and other production systems. The primary
research question proposed in response to this problem is:
1. What are the challenges of implementing environmental and social sustainability certification schemes for Vietnamese Pangasius aquaculture?
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The goal of this research is to
critically examine new environmental and social sustainability certification schemes
(ESC) and the Vietnamese
Pangasius farming industry in
order to evaluate the potential interaction between them.
If these new systems are to
succeed where others have
failed it is important to understand the matches and
mismatches between the
governing system and the
system-to-be-governed.
In
order to accomplish this it is
necessary to initially divide
the focus of the research between two different system
elements, governing system and the system-to-be-governed. The primary question when examining the governing system is:
1 (a). What values do environmental and social certification schemes represent and what structures do they propose to govern Vietnamese Pangasius production?
This question refers to two different aspects of the governing system. The first are the operating principles of
the certification schemes. Assumptions, motivation and other such meta principles are hard to determine,
however they are integral to how a governing system chooses to proceed, so it is important to try to understand these underlying characters. The second aspect of the question focuses on the tools and mechanisms
on implementation, the choice of which is highly dependent on meta-governance principles. When discussing
issues of governance, “The devil is in the details” is a very appropriate saying. How a certification chooses to
implement itself can have significant impact on the effectiveness of the intervention. The answer to this
question will be found in rich empirical accounts of certification policy documents and observation of existing certification practices on the ground in Vietnam.
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The second thrust of investigation must focus on the other half of the governance equation, the system-tobe-governed. The question in this case is relatively similar to the first:
1 (b). What does the act of Pangasius farming look like and how is it enabled and constrained by surrounding material and
social structures?
As in the first question, this second question comprises two different aspects of the system-to-be-governed.
First it asks about the basic practice of farming, what do the day-to-day activities look like, which is a descriptive task. The second aspect attempts to quantify the act of farming within it’s context, looking at the fundamental reasons for choices that are made at the farm level. By seeking to understand the linkages between the
practice of farming and it’s surrounding material and social environment, one can start to see how and what
kind of change might be possible. As in the previous question, the answers to this question will be found in
rich and detailed observation and interaction with the Vietnamese Pangasius industry.
The third sub-question then attempts to compare the results of the previous two questions draw conclusions
about how the interaction of the governing system and the system-to-be-governed might proceed:
1 (c). How does certification appear to align or not align with the Pangasius industry and how might expected governance interactions influence the effectiveness of certification?
This question has more of methodological angle than the previous two. In what ways can we can examine the
interactions of these two different system elements? I will attempt to investigate this question using Interactive Governance as a theoretical approach, and concepts of boundaries and embeddedness as guides to inter-
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pret the empirical data collected from the previous two questions. I use the word ‘appear’ in the question because there are many different ways to analyse the matches and mismatches, and my answers will largely be
determined by my theoretical stance and the concepts I use to describe the system. As such it is important to
stress the subjective nature of the analysis, no matter how rational the theoretical construct employed. The
second part of the question is also equally subjective, but nonetheless is an important question to ask.
The last element I will investigate in this thesis is the methodological value of my chosen framework and
concepts. This is a small component of the analysis and is clearly demarcated from the rest of the thesis research questions:
2. How effectively do the theoretical framework and instrumental concepts used in this thesis inform the discussion about the challenges of implementing environmental and social sustainability certification schemes, specifically in the case of Vietnamese Pangasius aquaculture and more generally in other aquaculture commodities?
This question tends more toward application of academic thought. Although it will comprise only a small
component of thesis, it is perhaps the most important, because of its focus on real world problem solving.
Answering this question will require a critical evaluation of values and goals of the research, and the governance intervention. I will evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the chosen framework and also propose
some alternative perspectives that could help to illuminate the primary thesis focus. Finally I will end with a
personal evaluation of the role of the researcher in the process.
Having now outlined the research perspective I will now proceed to provide a richer background to the topic
at issue, and a deeper introduction to my theoretical perspective and a few important concepts. Once I have
accomplished that I will fill in these research questions with more detailed sub-questions, and finally layout
my case study selection, methodology and methodological tools before proceeding to answer the questions I
have posed here.

1.3. Background
1.3.1. The rise of aquaculture
Although the practice of aquaculture has existed for millennia, it is in the last half-decade that it has risen to
prominence in the global consciousness, particularly in Western society. There are two primary reasons for
the rise of aquaculture, the perceived decline of global fish stocks and a growing world population with a
need for protein. Aquaculture has the ability to offer a response to these two realities with its potential to
provide cheap protein to fill the growing gap between a dwindling supply and growing demand, and development agencies have seen a vehicle capable of promoting the welfare of the poor and disadvantaged. In response to the two-fold benefits of aquaculture development there has been much investment, both private
and public, over the last 50 years that has resulted in a fifty-fold increase, more than 8% growth per year, in
production tonnage (FAOstat).
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Notions of the decline of world fisheries have existed for many years,
however it is only relatively recently
that these ideas have come to the
forefront in academic thought. Work
by the academic community over the
last 10 years has probed the material
unsustainability of world fisheries.
Pauly et al. (2005) argue that as existing fish stocks are continuously overexploited multinational fishing fleets
and artisanal fisherman alike are
forced to venture further afield, fish
new species lower in the trophic hierarchy, and escalate levels of effort in
increasingly unsuccessful attempts to
meet demand. Other academic authors continue to dispute the meaning of this trend (e.g. Hilborn 2007) and
FAO statistics have shown a continuing growth trend in wild catch with slowing growth of approximately
0.5% per year over the last 20 years. A social reality also influencing world fish stocks is a global population
growing approximately 1.1% per year accompanied by increasing per capita consumption of fish products an
average of 0.75% per year (FAO, 2007). With the combination of these kinds of statistics and the current
academic treatment, notions about the material reality of decline and possible collapse of world fish stocks
will likely only become more entrenched.
Against the backdrop of perceived decline of fisheries, aquaculture, in all its forms has been heralded as the
saviour that can take pressure off wild fisheries while increasing production of seafood to meet the growing
need for cheap high quality protein. Proponents of aquaculture argue that aquaculture is the next logical step
in the technology of agriculture. They argue that terrestrial animals were domesticated tens of thousands of
years ago as human exploitation exceeded the natural regeneration of supporting eco-systems, and that we, as
the human race are now reaching the same stage in the exploitation of aquatic systems (see Pauly et al. 2005
and Marra 2005). A strong argument for aquaculture development is also made from an environmental perspective promoting aquatic farming as more energy efficient than terrestrial livestock agriculture, for instance
because aquatic organisms are more efficient in converting primary productivity into protein, and as such
aquaculture is fundamentally more sustainable. Indeed, aquaculture from a physical perspective seems to be a
good alternative for sustainable agricultural development, taking pressure of wild stocks and providing an
efficient source of protein for the world’s growing population.
In addition to material realities, there are also social factors like profitability and humanitarian development
agendas that have promoted global aquaculture development. Aquaculture is becoming more economically
profitable as technologies are stabilized and practices refined reducing costs and filling the excess demand
not met by wild fisheries. Large multinational corporations have become involved in aquaculture, taking
proven farming technologies and implementing them on a massive scale seeking and finding efficiencies in
economies of scale and have started to produce some species of fish at an extremely low cost. However aq-
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uaculture is not solely the domain of big business as international humanitarian development agencies have
also promoted the growth of aquaculture, not only for its ability to meet the dietary requirements for animal
protein, but also as a vehicle to increase the welfare of the poor and disadvantaged. Development programs
have focused on using these proven technologies to develop simple, low cost implementable solutions at the
local levels. When combined with the relatively high value of these fish products they can work to empower
the poorest, through economic development (Frankic and Hershner 2003). So not only are physical factors
spurring aquaculture development but there is also a social reality that is promoting the global expansion of
aquaculture.

Although same may argue the reasons for it, it is unlikely that any would disagree that the growth of world
aquaculture productivity in the last 25 years has been nothing short of spectacular. Since 1970 production has
grown an average of 8.8% per year, far out pacing growth in capture fisheries and terrestrial livestock production. It continues to develop, not only in terms of productivity and value, but also in diversity with 20 new
species groups added to the reporting classes of the FAO between 2002 and 2004 (FAO 2007). This development of the industry also appears to preferentially be occurring in developing nations who are averaging
10.2% per year compared to 3.9% in developed nations. It seems that aquaculture is rising to meet and exceed all expectations in helping to insure global food security by providing and a more efficient fish protein
and preferentially promoting economic activity in less developed parts of the globe.
Indeed, aquaculture has grown substantially in the last 50 years. However, such success is rarely achieved
without some sacrifices. In the next post I will discuss the negative social and environmental impacts (perceived or otherwise) of the growth of global aquaculture.
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1.3.2. Impacts of aquaculture
As aquaculture production has risen over the last 25 years so have voices of those who see negative side effects of the practice. The majority of concerns raised around aquaculture have been related to those commodities that have experienced the greatest growth recently, specifically Salmon and shrimp. Problems encountered in these two industries have generated a common understanding about aquaculture impacts that
have been attributed more generally to the concept of world aquaculture with some modifications based on
the particular culture characteristics of many different aquaculture systems. The growing realization of aquaculture impacts has focused on environmental issues such as land and water loss and degradation, impacts on
wild aquatic populations and misuse of drugs and chemicals. There is also an increasing consciousness of social impacts of aquaculture expansion such as land speculation and loss of ownership, and exacerbation of
power inequalities. In response to these perceived threats governments have instituted increasingly strict
measures and NGO’s have begun to raise awareness in the general public in an attempt to create stimulus for
change (Jacquet and Pauly 2007).
The majority of scientific work on the impacts aquaculture stem from the material affects of its practices.
Water pollution is one of the primary impacts often investigated in aquaculture development. The organic
wastes produced from aquaculture operations can be quite substantial and these wastes are capable of overwhelming the aquatic ecosystems that surround the farming system, particular in semi-closed freshwater systems (Cao et al. 2007). Land degradation and loss can also be an
issue with much marginal and
previously “unproductive” land
being converted to aquaculture
farms. Loss of mangrove forests
often associated with shrimp
farming is a good example of this
(Primavera 1997), though certainly not the only one. Aquaculture
can also have negative impacts on
wild fish stocks in multiple ways
including disease transfer from
farm to the wild, competition or
genetic impacts of escaped stock
and overexploitation of pelagic
fish stocks used to make fishmeal
for feeds (Naylor, Goldburg et al. 2000). One last environmental problem often encountered in aquaculture
production is the misuse of drugs and chemicals. The intensive nature of many aquaculture operations and a
tendency toward monoculture systems, disease can be a problem and an economically cheap solution to this
is to increase usage of drugs and chemicals which can lead to anti-biotic resistance (Kha et al. 2006) and contamination on farms and in the surrounding environment. As aquaculture has continued to expand these
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kinds of material impacts have increasingly been documented and must be dealt with to ensure long term
sustainability of the industry.
Although not as prevalent in academic literature, there is an increasing discussion of negative social impacts
of aquaculture as well. The development of fish farms can come into direct competition for space with other
resource uses. In the case of land-based aquaculture systems this can lead to the inflation of land prices and
ultimately can result in rural poor being dispossessed of their land (Hall 2003). Aquaculture development can
also affect the social fabric of the communities around them by exacerbating power relations already in existence. While it may lead to improvement of quality life for all, it can preferentially improve the quality of life
of more powerful groups over others (e.g. Sullivan 2006). In a more general sense it can also affect community food security through the process of commodification as people choose to partake in the economic benefits of producing for export to the detriment of production of basic food requirements leaving the community vulnerable to dynamics of global markets (e.g. Macabuac 2005). Certainly issues of social sustainability can
be more difficult to quantify than material impacts, it is becoming increasingly apparent that social sustainability is an issue that must be considered as part of aquaculture sustainability.
As academic work on the impacts of aquaculture has begun to accumulate public awareness has also begun
to grow, mostly through the activities of NGOs. NGOs have been actively involved in campaigning for reforms in aquaculture management almost since the early 80’s, at first campaigning in governments of western
nations. However over time as they continued to see that their objectives for aquaculture reform were not
being met and the expansion of aquaculture across the globe continuing to increase they have targeted public
opinion and broadened their scrutiny to include aquaculture in developing countries. In the past 10 years seafood marketing campaigns have
become a standard activity in the
repertoire of many large international NGOs. These campaigns
through the use of simple but
widespread educational campaigns have sought with a large
degree of success to pressure retailers of fish products to change
by changing the buying habits of
consumers (Bostick 2008). This
change in the perceptions of the
buying public has increased the
search for effective solutions to
the current problems associated
with the practices of aquaculture.
In reality the practices of aquaculture are extremely diverse including freshwater, saltwater, carnivorous fish, herbivorous fish, filter
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feeders, and algae among others. Each of these practices potentially has different kinds of impacts. It is important to understand that the general awareness of the impacts of aquaculture is just that, general. In truth
aquaculture is an extremely diverse industry, not only in terms of species cultured but also in culture environments and level of intensity. There can be large differences in the impacts of large intensive marine netcage farms of salmon and small extensive rural integrated pond systems, both environmentally and socially.
The general awareness of negative aquaculture impacts has developed out of the rapid expansion of intensive
Salmon and shrimp farming. A lot of scrutiny has been paid to these particular industries, and many of the
ideas generated have migrated to include all forms of aquaculture. In some cases these generalizations can be
justified, whether through empirical evidence, or simply through rational deduction. However, it is important
to note that many of the allegations levelled at shrimp and salmon farming cannot simply be transferred to
other areas because the potential impact is modified either by the intensity of the activity or by nature of the
culture system itself. Regardless this does not obviate the fact that there is a mostly justified perception of
negative impacts of aquaculture that must be dealt with to achieve long term sustainability, which includes
public acceptance of this new entrant in global food industry.
In my next post I will discuss a new kind of governance arrangement that has arisen as a response to the
growing demand for change.

1.3.3. Certification as a solution
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As development specialists, policy makers
and western consumers have become aware
of the negative impacts associated with aquaculture development, they have begun to
look for ways to mitigate them. Although
not all stakeholders accept a future with
aquaculture most are willing to acknowledge
the potential benefits and entrenched nature
of the industry, and a search for potential
solutions is under way to improve the environmental and social sustainability of aquaculture. Many of the advocates for change
have been disappointed by the response of
government institutions and the slow progress of educational extension activities in
stimulating change and have begun to look
to other governance mechanisms to support their goals. One of the popular solutions put forward is marketbased certification which has become very popular in agro-food industries, initially successfully implemented
to deal with food safety concerns, but increasingly being used to tackle environmental and social issues. Existing certification schemes in aquaculture at this time are mostly focused on food safety. Certification
schemes for dealing with environmental and social issues remain largely untried in the aquaculture industry,
although there are many such systems currently in development and many advocates for material and social
change in global aquaculture are very optimistic that certification is a good tool for helping to mitigate the
negative impacts associated with aquaculture, the reality remains to be seen.As opponents of the aquaculture
industry have begun to accept its role in the modern agro food complex, they have begun to seek to guide
and modify it’s development by changing the governance of its development. Initial attempts to change the
practices of aquaculture focused either on influencing governments to change their laws and regulations or
on the producers themselves where educational campaigns and extension outreach activities sought to
change farmers perspective and provide technical tools to reduce environmental impact and improve the efficiency of farming activities. While these kinds of activities have certainly had significant impacts (Lubchenco 2003) on aquaculture development there was is a growing feeling that that these interventions alone are
too slow or simply not strong enough. From a focus on government and extension, advocates for change
have begun to shift focus to ideas based on the concept of governance. The idea of governance, developed
out of academic work on policy and globalization and refers to the use of “the totality of interactions, in
which public as well as private actors participate, aimed at solving societal problems or creating societal opportunities; attending to the institutions as contexts for these governing interactions; and
establishing a normative foundation for all those activities.” (Kooiman 2002 pg. 4). Perhaps more succinctly it is the idea that all aspects of society contribute the way an entity behaves, not just government rules,
but also economic incentives, social norms etc. With this idea in mind proponents for change searched, consciously or otherwise, further amongst social institutions to identify points of leverage that could affect
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change, and one of the most significant ideas to emerge were governance arrangements that depended on the
interactions of market based institutions.
This relatively new form of
market-based governance, referred to in this thesis as certification or standards, uses a particular form of production organization in order to present
products with specific desirable
attributes as an alternative to
similar products already in existence in the marketplace.
Mutersbaugh et al. (2005) define
certification systems as containing four distinct elements: a set
of standards defines that quantifies desired qualities, an inspection process to determine
compliance, a mark to identify
the presence of certified qualities, and a network of governing parties at multiple scales to
create, define and maintain the
standards. Certification systems
can tackle issues such as food
safety and quality, authenticity
of origin, or environmental and
social sustainability. All of these
qualities of a product are what
are called credence characteristics (Tirole 1988), something
not apparent by examining or
testing the product. Certification systems create an organizational structure to quantify and validate these
kinds of credence characteristics on behalf of the consumer.There are many different certification systems
that attempt to regulate material and social aspects of the production of forestry, fisheries and agricultural
commodities, all with slightly different focuses and methodologies, but similar systems in aquaculture are still
in their infancy. Environmental sustainability certification systems developed in forestry (Forest Stewardship
Council, FSC) and fisheries (Marine Stewardship Council, MSC) in the mid 1990’s, and other systems that
also include elements of social sustainability for agriculture such as organic and Fair Trade have been around
even longer (Vandergeest, 2007). These systems developed in response to growing awareness of the material
and social impacts of the production of their respective commodity area. Perhaps because of the relatively
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new emergence of aquaculture, similar systems in this field have only recently been undertaken, though now
there are many different initiatives including work on organic, certification from the Global Aquaculture Alliance, GlobalGAP, a suite of standards associated with the World Wildlife Fund and many other smaller national level or species specific programs. There is certainly a strong feeling within the aquaculture industry
and in some parts of the NGO community that certification may be the “silver bullet” to solve the current
environmental and social questions that have surrounded the rapid expansion of aquaculture (e.g. Boyd et al.
2005).
Despite a generally positive reception, the merits of certification systems for environmental and social sustainability are still being questioned by some academics and NGOs who claim that their true impact has yet
to be determined in the schemes that already in existence, which raises questions about their future for the
field of aquaculture. Various researchers have levelled essentially two different kinds of criticisms of certification. First that there are fundamental flaws in the pursuit of certification such as the simplification of a complex production systems into a single mark (Mansfield 2003) and the conflict between quality and quantity
requirements of buyers and the flexibility required to be sustainable in diverse situations (Klooster 2006). The
second criticism is of unintended consequences such as Ponte (2008) who has pointed out that the positive
reception by consumers in the north has resulted in marginalization smaller and poorer producers in developing countries. If certification is truly to become an acceptable option for dealing with the environmental and
social impacts of aquaculture then the kinds of concerns raised by critics will have to be incorporated into the
solution.
In my next posting I will introduce the case of Vietnamese Pangasius, outlining its growth, impacts and the
proposed solutions currently being pursued.

1.4. Fieldwork Context
1.4.1. Vietnam and Pangasius
The story of the Vietnamese Pangasius industry is an excellent example of the success and accompanying
impacts of aquaculture, and is now in the process of developing and implementing environmental and social
sustainability certification. Since the shift towards economic liberalism in the mid-80’s Vietnam has experienced phenomenal economic growth on the world stage, particularly in agriculture exports benefiting from
market liberalisation and land reforms. Aquaculture is one the export oriented activities that has seen the
greatest expansion, with Vietnam currently experiencing the second fastest national aquaculture growth rate
in the world. Pangasius, with its recent advances in husbandry and reproduction, is one of the species at the
forefront of this dramatic “blue revolution” and has quickly become a major commodity with a well developed value-chain. However the dramatic growth of Vietnamese Pangasius farming has caused alarm amongst
importing countries and consumers, which has lead retailers and NGOs to search for ways to guarantee longterm sustainability of the industry. The most popular solution that has received support from the Vietnamese
government is the creation of certification systems, and there are currently many different schemes at various
stages of development and implementation of in the country. As in other fish supply chains in developing
countries, it remains to be seen if certification can help to bring environmental and social sustainability to the
Vietnamese Pangasius industry.Vietnam is an extremely dynamic country, and it’s economy is perhaps the
most dynamic having experienced colonialism, civil war with international aid dependency, communist cen-
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tral planning and neo-liberal market driven phases over the last 60 years. The most recent phase of market
driven capitalism was initiated in 1986 with the declaration of Doi Moi (Vietnamese for renovation), a new
plan from the communist government to open up the economy to stimulate growth. When new economic
policies were combined with agricultural land reform Vietnam began to experience massive economic
growth, particularly in the production of agricultural commodities for export (van de Walle and Cratty, 2004).
This trend still continues with Vietnam having the third fastest growing economy in Southeast Asia (ASEAN
2009) and as the communist party continues to deregulate and the world market continues to buy Vietnamese exports there will continue to growth and change in Vietnam’s agriculture sector.

Pangasius aquaculture is a dramatic example of the growth in the Vietnamese agro-exports. Pangasius is an
ictalurid catfish native to the Mekong river system that has been fished and farmed on a small scale for a long
time. In the 1990’s it was the target of concerted international development efforts to develop as an aquaculture industry, which led to establishment of reasonable husbandry and feeding practices and ultimately to
perfection of artificial spawning techniques (Sinh 2007). This gave fish farmers the technical expertise and
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freedom from previous limitations of wild caught seed that when combined with Doi Moi and agricultural
land reforms led to explosive growth and change beginning in the late 90’s and continuing until today. In
1997 the annual production of Pangasius was approximately 22,500 MT produced primarily from floating
netcages on the Mekong, stocked with wild-caught seed and fed low-quality farm-made diets. In 2008 annual
production surpassed an estimated 1,200,000 MT, the majority produced from captive bred individuals in
land-based ponds and fed with advanced diet formulations (Mantingh and Dung 2008). This phenomenal
25% growth per year since 2000 has surprised many in the aquaculture industry and has led to questions
about changing practices and intensification.
Indeed the intensification of Pangasius aquaculture in the Mekong seems to have occurred without much
planning or direction, simply responding to a voracious market demand for cheap white fish fillets but international observers including NGOs, retailers and consumers have begun to question the long-term environmental and social sustainability of the industry. The Pangasius Aquaculture Dialogue website of the WWF
lists 8 significant concerns, (presented here), which include water pollution, farm-stock escapes and health
management, drug and chemical usage, feeding practices and labour practices. The truth is that very little information is available about these particular impacts in the Pangasius industry, and some of the concerns
have been imported from other aquaculture debates. Regardless, the Pangasius industry has not always been able to
provide satisfactory information to alleviate the concerns of international buyers
and NGOs, who have now
begun to develop certification
systems to try to provide consistent answers to the questions they have. Bush et al. (in
press) list at least eight different certification systems containing elements of environmental and social sustainability
criteria, that are currently implemented or under development for the Vietnamese Pangasius industry. As Pangasius aquaculture continues to expand in Vietnam,
some or all of these certification systems will seek to guide that development, though what that may look like
is hard to predict.
It certainly is interesting to consider how the introduction of environmental and social certification systems
to the dynamic Vietnamese Pangasius industry will interact with the existing practice and stimulate change. In
order to proceed further with these ideas it is necessary to start to discuss the theoretical framework and concepts that I will use to provide analytical insight into the Pangasius farming industry and the environmental
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and social certifiers that are attempting to change it. In the next section I will introduce my theoretical ideas
and concepts and describe the framework I will use for the rest of this thesis.

1.4.2. Research Locations
Before continuing with this thesis it is
important to provide some small
amount of geographic and economic
context. The Socialist Republic of
Vietnam is located on the Indochina
peninsula, and shares borders with
China to the north and with Laos and
Cambodia to the west. It is governed
by a single communist party, which
established full control of the country
in 1976 following the end of the Vietnam War, as it is known in the
west, or the American War as it is
known in Vietnam. Immediately following the war the government instituted a planned economic system
which was significantly relaxed beginning in 1986 with the institution
of a policy entitled Đổi mới or ‘Renovation’. Between 1990 and 2005 Vietnam averaged greater than 7% annual growth in GDP making it the second fastest growing economy in the world.Vietnam’s export economy
has a strong agricultural component. It is the second largest rice exporting country in the world, also the second largest coffee producer and the third largest aquaculture producer ( CIA Factbook 2009, FAOStat 2009,
Chandler & Prasso 2006). More recently Vietnam has begun to diversify its economic activities into manufacturing and service industry as well. More details of basic economic and geographic indicators can be found in
Table 1.
The shape of Vietnam is often described by the Vietnamese as a yoke with rice baskets on either end, two
larger areas in the north and south of the country separated by a thin strip of land in the centre. This also can
be used to describe the economic geography of the country, with areas experiencing more rapid economic
development located around Hanoi and the Red River Delta in the north and even more significant development around Ho Chi Minh City (Southeast Region) and the Mekong River Delta in the south, while areas
like the Central and Northwest highlands of the country remain relatively underdeveloped
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.
The Mekong River Delta, the most southerly region in Vietnam contains approximately 21% of Vietnam’s
population. This region of approximately 40,604 km2 contains 12 provinces, 8 of which border the branches
of the Mekong River as it travels from the border with Cambodia to empty into the South China Sea (VN
General Statistics Office 2007). Most of this area is an alluvial flood plain averaging 0.8 meters above sea level and experiences seasonal flooding of up to 17,000 km2(Phuong, Sinh et al. 2007). As a result of the river
deposits, the delta floodplain is an extremely fertile area, which when combined with year-round temperatures consistently averaging between 25 and 29 °C, makes it the most productive agricultural area in the
country. Unsurprisingly agriculture is the primary activity in the delta with 85% of the workforce involved in
farming activities and upwards of 45% of the land allocated for rice production. Fisheries are also a major
resource in the Mekong Delta, being responsible for 73% and 81% of Vietnam’s annual fish and shrimp aq-
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uaculture production by volume, respectively (VN General Statistics Office 2007). The agriculture and fisheries production is highly export oriented and the Mekong Delta has taken a lead role in this being responsible
for producing 90% of the Vietnam’s rice exports and nearly 60% of its fisheries exports (Sinh 2007).
In 2005 Pangasius from the Mekong Delta comprised 49% of fish aquaculture production in Vietnam (Sinh
2007), and in light of the considerable growth in the industry since then the current percentage is likely quite
significantly higher now. Pangasius aquaculture occurs in 7 different Mekong Delta provinces bordering on
the branches of the Mekong River. The three most important provinces in order of Pangasius production are
An Giang, Dong Thap and Can Tho respectively.

I conducted the majority of the fieldwork for this thesis in the Province of An Giang. It shares 100km of its
northwestern border with Cambodia where the Hau and Tien branches of the Mekong River cross into Vietnam. It is divided into 9 districts, 1 city and 1 town. For more details of administrative divisions see Table
2. An Giang shares it’s geography with other Mekong Delta
provinces, being flat and subject to seasonal flooding except where high dikes have been constructed by different communes. As can be seen in Table 1, An Giang has slightly higher population density and income
that the Delta average, and slightly lower agricultural domestic product and poverty rates. Fish culture is one
of the major economic contributors in this province accounting for 19% of the agricultural productivity and
is developing rapidly with fish culture expanding by approximately 17.5% per year in value (inflation corrected) between 1996 and 2006 (Statistical Office of An Giang Province 2006). The contribution of Pangasius to
this total is harder to determine, but it is certainly the major fish culture activity in the province. An Giang
and Dong Thap were the two first provinces to start to see significant investment in Pangasius aquaculture
and it is largely considered to be a success story in economic development. An Siang is still the largest Pangasius farming province in Vietnam and Dong Thap is a close second. The major aquaculture districts in An
Giang are Thoai Son, Chau Phu and Phu Tan. The Pangasius industry is interconnected throughout the
province and even the delta, so information was gathered in a variety communes (a sub-unit of the district
unit) in An Giang and some site visits were conducted in Can Tho Province to the southeast, however the
majority of this research was conducted in the communes of Vinh Thanh Trung and My Hoa Hung.
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Vinh Thanh Trung is located in Chau Phu district approximately 40 km northwest of Long Xuyen City. Chau
Phu is primarily a rural district with 12 communes and 1 district town, the capital of Cai Dau. Vinh Thanh
Trung is one of 3 communes in Chau Phu district that is significantly involved in Pangasius aquaculture. I
selected this commune for several reasons. First, Vinh Thanh Trung commune was one of the early adopters
of Pangasius pond aquaculture. As such the commune has a large number of Pangasius aquaculture ponds,
many that have been in use for over 15 years. By choosing an established area like this there is an opportunity
to evaluate potentially more established and stabilized farming practices. The second reason for choosing
Vinh Thanh Trung was the apparently high percentage of small farmers in the area. As small hold farmers are
a major focus of this investigation, this commune would help to illuminate this actor group. The third reason
for selecting Vinh Thanh Trung was the location of farms relative to the main channel of the Hau River.
Most of the farms in this area are situated away from the main channel on secondary or tertiary canals. This
can have a significant impact on the quality of available water. A fourth significant reason for choosing this
commune was the distance from Long Xuyen City. Long Xuyen is a major center for aquaculture activity in
the province with a concentration of processing and feed manufacturing operations as well as the Provincial
Government offices which can be a significant source of extension activities. Vinh Thanh Trung was perceived to be somewhat removed from these benefits, and as such a good candidate for demonstrating reduced infrastructural support.
Logistics was the final significant reason for selection. Vinh Thanh Trung was reasonably accessible by motorcycle, within one hour from Long Xuyen, and An Giang University had a strong connection to extension
activities in the area through their Agricultural School campus located in the commune. This allowed me to
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access the District agriculture extension office who supplied an aquaculture extension officer to work with
us, and introduce us to various industry actors in the area.
My Hoa Hung is a commune in the Municipality of Long Xuyen City. Long Xuyen is a highly urbanized area
comprised of 11 precincts and 2 communes. My Hoa Hung is quite distinctly separated from the city because
it is an island in the Hau River located directly in front of Long Xuyen and is only accessible by a 5 to 10 minute ferry ride. My Hoa Hung is composed of bigger and newer farms than Vinh Thanh Trung. The first reason for choosing My Hoa Hung was the apparent age of operations on the Island. Farms were said to be
newer than Vinh Thanh Trung with a tendency toward absentee owners, who lived in Long Xuyen. This represented a second wave of growth in Pangasius stimulated by investors rather than farmers. Farming practices in this group might be considerably different than the longer invested farmers of Vinh Thanh Trung. A
second reason for selecting My Hoa Hung Island was number and size of farms. The total number on the
farmers on the Island is less than Vinh Thanh Trung, and average farm size was considered to be larger. This
would provide a contrast in industry activities related to farm size. The third reason for selection is access to
high quality water. My Hoa Hung is an island in the main river channel. As such it has consistent access to
the best quality water in the area. This can highlight the affect of water quality and availability on farming activities. My Hoa Hung was also chosen because of its relative proximity to the aquaculture services of Long
Xuyen city, which included Provincial Government offices, banks, processing facilities, and the knowledge
services of An Giang University which has a dedicated aquaculture department. A final reason for selecting
My Hoa Hung was travel proximity. The Island is a short ferry ride from downtown Long Xuyen, and one of
my coworkers had good contacts in the Long Xuyen extension office, allowing us to work with the aquaculture extension officer responsible for the Commune.
In this section I have attempted to provide the broad political and economic context in which this research
occurred and some of the pertinent details related to the selection of An Giang Province and of specific research sites. More specifically communes are good examples of smaller and larger scale development in An
Giang, the leading province in a relatively new industry in Vietnam. All of this developing in the Mekong
Delta, one of the regions leading the economic development charge that is currently surging in Vietnam as a
whole. In the next section I will elaborate my methodologies for investigation, and present the framing tool I
used to pursue my research.

1.5. Theoretical Approach
1.5.1. Interactive Governance
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In order to begin analysing the interaction of new environmental and social sustainability certification systems with the Vietnamese Pangasius industry it is important to first elaborate a framework of ideas to help
you, the reader, to share or at least understand my perspective. My primary inspiration is derived from the
‘school’ of interactive governance, comprised of a small group of academics focused on governance of fisheries systems through the interaction and interplay of state, market and civic sectors. They have developed a
framework for assessing the status and appropriateness of governance systems by using different criteria to
assess different parts of the system and their interactions. I will use this framework to elaborate the case of
certification in Vietnamese Pangasius.The word ‘governance’ is very commonly and carelessly used in government and policy making circles which can cause confusion because of a lack of clarity, however, a group
of scholars have coined the term “interactive governance” in an attempt to proliferate a clearer common understanding of governance. The idea of modern governance is that determining the direction of our society is
not solely the role of our
state institutions, but
includes actors from all
sectors including civil
society and the market.
Kooiman (2002) develops a theoretical approach to the governing
of resources which posits that the creation of
pattern and order in society in order to solve
problems and create opportunities (governing) is
accomplished through
the interaction of many
different societal actors,
not just state but civil
and market, and occurs
at different levels from
creation of societal beliefs and values, to development of institutional arrangements and
finally to management of
day to day activities. A
variety of other publications have further developed the concept differentiating between the system to be governed, the governing
system, and governance interactions, specifically in relationship to fisheries governance (see Kooiman et al.
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2005, Bavinck et al. 2005 and Jentoft 2007) clearly defining interactive governance as both an analytical and a
normative perspective on governance.
Recent publications on interactive governance have begun to elaborate on the idea of governability, a normative concept that allows researchers to operationalise the theory in practical situations. The Webster’s definition of governable is “Capable of being governed, or subjected to authority; controllable; manageable; obedient. Locke” (Porter 1913:614), which seems to focus on those being governed. However, proponents of interactive governance define governability more generally as: “The overall capacity of for governance of any societal entity or system” (Kooiman et al. 2008:3) referring to all aspects of the system including the governed,
governors and their interactions.
Interactive governance theorists begin to evaluate the governability of a system by first reducing it to three
entities they call the ‘system-to-be-governed’ (SG), the ‘governing system’ (GS) and ‘governance interactions’
(GI) and then assessing their qualities relative to each other. SGs are described in terms of human and natural
components and GS in terms of principles and values, institutions and problem solving while GI is described
in terms of intentionality (participatory, collaborative, and policy/management) and structure (selfgovernance, co-governance and hierarchical governance) (Kooiman et al. 2008). The overall system has core
characteristics that include complexity, diversity and dynamics, and sometimes also vulnerability and scale,
depending on the author (see Jentoft 2007, Chuenpagdee et al. 2008, and Kooiman et al. 2008). I have tried
to create a visualisation of the interactive governance perspective delineating the system entities, their characteristics and the core features of the entire governance system, adapted from Kooiman et al. (2008) and presented in the picture opposite. By breaking down the governance system in this way, one should be able to
evaluate how well the different entities fit, thus describing the governability of the system.
It is important to understand that the idea of governability is fundamentally a
normative concept, positing
that there is an optimum
arrangement of governance
that should be sought after.
Jentoft (2007) makes clear
arguments that structural
adjustments must be made
within the different entities,
and the table opposite presents their view on how a
GS must fit the core characteristics of the SG. Fundamentally the interactive govgovernance school argues
that good governance will
be attained when interac-
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tions are principled, interdependent and multi-stakeholder driven. In theory this normative aspect of the approach allows researchers to assess system governability, and make recommendations to improve governance.
To date, very little academic work has been carried out to practically test the application of this theoretical
framework in real-world situations. Although the overall framework has been well developed and seems appropriate, the operationalisation of concepts such as complexity and diversity may in fact prove quite difficult
to accomplish. Several publications have chosen to forego a complete governability assessment in favour of
focusing on particular aspects of the governance system or the system to be governed (see Bavinck &
Salagrama 2008, Chuenpagdee et al. 2008). In this thesis I will follow a similar pattern, operationalising two
discrete concepts, one in relation to the SG and the other related to the GS.

1.5.2. Methodological Toolkit
Investigating social systems is a complex and confusing process. The goal of this thesis, to explore challenges
to environmental and social certification in Vietnamese Pangasius, requires a rigorous approach that will ensure that I look at the problem as many different aspects as possible. I will do this by devising a methodological tool, or framework, and using it to structure the investigation, directing areas of inquiry and using responses to fill in as much of the framework as possible. The construction of the framework is guiding by my
theoretical approach and the concepts of boundaries and embeddedness which I presented earlier. My investigation will be primarily guided by the ideas of Interactive Governance, and will be focused by the concept
of boundaries when looking at the governance system and by the concept of embeddedness for my exploration of the system-to-be-governed.
In a previous section I introduced the ideas of the Interactive Governance framework from Jentoft (2007)
which focused on the core characteristics of the system-to-be-governed and how the governing system
should respond to them. In order to evaluate the governing system I will be using these four governance demands to generally describe four different certification systems currently being used or in development for
Pangasius Aquaculture in Vietnam. I will use the demands to evaluate how certifiers draw boundaries around
two different elements of the system, water and seed.
I have stronger empirical data on farming so a more detailed methodological tool will be used for the evaluation of the system-to-be-governed. In this case I will use the four core characteristics of the system to investigate the material and social embeddedness of the of the system-to-be-governed. A matrix will juxtapose materiality and the social against the four characteristics as pictured in Table 2. In order to parallel the empirical
evaluation of the governing system, I will investigate the same two system elements of water and seed using
the material and social perspectives to highlight embeddedness.
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Although it may appear somewhat mechanistic, the use of this matrix stimulates a thorough investigation or
the governance system forcing me, the investigator, to view the same element from a variety of angles. For
the sake of continuity I will end each of the section in the two empirical chapters, focused on water and seed
in both the governing systems and the system-to-be-governed, with a summary table or copy of the filled out
matrix. this will allow the reader to quickly see a brief summary and easily compare it to other sections within
the thesis.
In the following section I will delve into a description of my data collection methodology, how did I obtain
the empirical data necessary to fill in each of these matrices?

1.6. Methodology
In previous sections I have introduced you to the research problem and context, the theoretical, conceptual
and methodological approach and the research questions. In this section I will discuss the details of data collection including timelines, material constraints, and methodologies. My methodological tools of matrices
allow me to approach my subject from a variety of conceptual angles and I also tried to collect my data using
a variety of different methodological angles. The intent of using this kind of triangulation is to capture the
characteristics of the governing system and the system-to-be-governed as completely as possible.My investigation of the certification of the Vietnamese Pangasius system occurred over a period of six months from
September 2007 to March 2008. This period included a four month internship with the World Wildlife Fund
collecting information for the Pangasius Aquaculture Dialogue process which was almost completely aligned
with my thesis research area. During the first two months I spent most of my time doing literature reviews,
developing a survey tool and networks and obtaining permissions to carry out fieldwork. Field visits commenced in December, with the first 2 months focused on farm surveys and the following two months focused on interviews. The data collection commenced with inaugural meeting of the Pangasius Aquaculture
Dialogue, September 26-27 and ended with the second meeting, March 27-28.
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During the six month data
collection period I lived on
the campus of An Giang
University in Long Xuyen
City. I worked with two
lecturers from the University in the Agriculture Department, Chau Thi Da
focused on aquaculture
and Nguyen Van Kien on
agricultural development.
They served as my primary
translators for my work,
with Da primarily helping
me with surveys and Kien
with semi-structured interviews. Field work was primarily conducted one day
at a time, usually two days
a week, sporadically when
I was able to get one of my two translators to accompany me. Vinh Thanh Trung was a one hour motorcycle
ride away from Long Xuyen and My Hoa Hung about 15 minutes riding and a 10 minute ferry ride. Once we
arrived at a research we would typically spend the entire day conducting between 2 and 4 surveys, site visits
or interviews.
The primary focus of this research is on farming and as such the majority of data collection focused on farming. The most significant time component of my research was taken up by conducting a survey of farmers.
The survey was requested by the World Wildlife Fund in order to quantify the farming practice of grow-out
Pangasius smallhold farmers. The first section of the survey was adapted from another research project being
carried out by WWF in conjunction with several other NGOs and research centers and was comprised mostly closed questions about farm practice, and economics. I also developed a second section of the survey with
more open ended questions intended to capture allow farmers to talk more freely in direct relation to issues
that were being discussed in the Pangasius Aquaculture Dialogue certification discussions. The survey questions can be found in Annex 1. Lists of farmer names and farm sizes were obtained from the District Aquaculture Extension Officer for each commune. Farms were categorized geographically by village and then
randomly selected from the list and the extension officer would then guide us there and introduce us. If the
list was inaccurate and no farm was found, or it was a nursery, then the next nearest Pangasius farm was chosen. The chosen farmer was not contacted in advance so upon arriving at the site we would ask permission to
conduct the survey and once granted we would sit with the farmer for the following one and a half to two
hours asking the questions, clarifying answers and recording them. The entire survey was conducted in Vietnamese and the translator would record the answers directly as I followed along. Additionally I would take
clarifying notes, and occasionally ask questions to expand on issues being discussed in the survey, particularly
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in the second part of the survey. In total 42 surveys were conducted, 23 in Vinh Thanh Trung and 19 in My
Hoa Hung. 19 of the 42 surveys were carried out without me, 10 of them by the aquaculture extension officer in Vinh Thanh Trung and 9 of them carried out by 4 aquaculture students from An Giang University
after they had attended at least 3 surveys with me and had received some instruction on how to randomly
select farm sites.
While farmers survey comprised a
significant percentage of this research, to truly understand the
broader system, other actors needed to be included. This was accomplished through semiformal
interviews and informal discussion
and observation. Through a process of consultation with various
stakeholders I developed a list of
significant categories of non-farmer
participants in the Pangasius industry in An Giang, and then attempted to conduct interviews with at
least two individuals in each category, preferably one from Vinh
Thanh Trung and one from My
Hoa Hung. Sample selection was
opportunistic, based on network
contacts, appropriateness, availability and time restrictions of the
translator. A total of 43 semiformal
interviews were conducted a summary of which is presented in Table 1, though it is important to understand that many of the interviewees were involved in multiple
aspects of the Pangasius industry,
for instance feed sales, drug sales
and extension activities all at the
same time.
Semiformal interviews were divided into two basic parts, the first part focused on qualifying the roles and
activities of the interviewee and the second part using probing questions to seek perceptions of challenges
and benefits to and from the Pangasius industry in An Giang. Most interviews were conducted with simultaneous translation over one and half hours, although some were as short as 45 minutes while others lasted
several hours. Additionally, based on informant responses I categorized farms as either small, medium, or
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large and purposively selected a subsection of the surveyed farms and made a return visit to ask more in
depth questions about challenges and opportunities. Informal discussions and observation were also recorded opportunistically over the six months, primarily at the two Pangasius Aquaculture Dialogue meetings, but
also during a one-day workshop held at An Giang university dealing with a pro-poor Pangasius project and
during an environmental assessment workshop held in Ho Chi Minh City by RIA 2 (Vietnam Fisheries Research Institute number 2). All the notes from these different sources were compiled and categorized in relation to material and social realities of the performance of Pangasius farming and the boundary defining activities of certification initiatives in Vietnam.
The final major source of information comes from documentary analysis. During my field research I collected as much documentation as my informants were willing to provide. This documentary evidence included
things like feed price lists, technical brochures and farm lists and maps. Also some research findings in excel
files. The other kind of documentary data was collected from websites. Most importantly this includes technical standards and certifier guidance documents, but also includes meeting summaries and discussion documents. The documents collected in the field are used to support my discussion about the material and social
realities of Pangasius farming , while the standards documents are analysed and categorized in more detail to
address the issue of certification boundary setting. Because these documents are the main source of information regarding certification systems, the discussion will necessarily be limited to theoretical ideological perspective rather than a grounded empirical discussion which is much more possible with the data gathered
regarding farming practice.
By using these three different sources of information will allow a kind of triangulation of the embedded performance of Pangasius farming and the boundaries defined by certifiers interested in the Pangasius industry.
The use of matrices is a good tool to ensure a thorough coverage of the issues, and to allow the reader to
follow a clear and simple structure in reading the empirical evidence presented.
I have now completed an introduction to the context, theory and methodology, so now it is time to wade
into the complexities of the empirical data. In the section I will introduce you to the governing systems, and
try to keep the concept of boundaries at the forefront as I work through my presentation of this data.
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2. The Governing System: Certification
This chapter will present some detail about four of the environmental and social certification systems currently attempting to establish themselves in the Vietnamese Pangasius industry. My analysis unfortunately is
necessarily high level and simplistic as it was not the primary focus of my research. However, it is valuable
activity to give some form to these proposed governing systems in order to guide the more significant investigation of this thesis, namely the Pangasius farmers themselves. In order to accomplish this I will begin by
providing some background information on the four certification schemes, their action in Vietnam, their
stage of development and other basic information. The remainder of the chapter will be divided into four
sections using the methodological framework presented earlier to illuminate the sensitivity, inclusiveness,
flexibility, caution and perspective of the certifiers relative to four different system components of water,
seed, ownership and credit. The primary sources of this data will be documentary analysis of the certifiers
draft and published standards, guidance documents, and some limited field observations collected during my
time in Vietnam. I will finish the chapter with a brief summary of the fundamental observable trends and
characteristics of these governing systems, and how their approach to Pangasius farming necessarily targets
farmers as responsible for system changes, while this unfortunately narrowly drawn system boundary excludes many other influential system elements that can both enable and constrain the changes that certifiers
are trying to promote.

2.1. Pangasius Certification Systems in Vietnam
During my time in Vietnam I encountered at least eight different internationally initiated standards systems
that were operating or attempting to “break” into the Vietnamese Pangasius industry. These are listed in Table 1 along with a brief description and URL. In addition to this many Vietnamese processing companies are
in the process of developing producer “unions” or “clubs”, a type of long term contractual arrangement that
strengthens ties between the two parties and also demands management and quality standards. For the case
of this thesis I could not reasonably include and evaluate all of these different kinds of standards systems,
and so I have chosen to focus on international standards that include elements focused on environmental
and or social issues and to which I had access to reasonably good documentary evidence, in order to draw a
generalized picture of typical certification systems. The four certification systems I have chosen to explore
are the Naturland Standards for Organic Aquaculture (Naturland), Safe Quality Food 1000 Code for Primary
Producers (SQF1000), Global Partnership for Good Agriculture Practice (GlobalGAP), and the World Wildlife Fund Pangasius Aquaculture Dialogue (PAD). In the remainder of this section I will present a brief background on each of these four certification schemes which are derived from a more general global standard,
and specifically how they are developed or developing in the Vietnamese Pangasius context.
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Naturland is a certifying body accredited under the International Federation
of Organic Agriculture Movements, the overarching governing body for
organic agriculture, and has been involved in certifying organic aquaculture
since the mid-nineties. The organic movement has a very well articulated
philosophy that is based on core ethical principles of health, ecology, fairness and care. IFOAM also has a base set of standards that they call the
IFOAM Benchmark for Standards which lays out the basic components of
an organic standard. Accredited certification bodies like Naturland are directed to use the principles, the benchmarks and the ISEAL Codes of
Good Practice for Social and Environmental Standards if they wish to develop new organic standards (IFOAM 2009). It is hard to trace the inception of the organic movement; however since its institutionalization in IFOAM in the early seventies it has grown dramatically and today is
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probably the most easily recognizable certification label amongst western consumers. Naturland has been a
very active body within this framework, leading the way in organic aquaculture certification and is currently
involved in certification for social issues and even wild fisheries (Naturland 2009). Naturland first began the
process to certify organic Pangasius farms in Vietnam in 2003. Originally four farms were set to be accredited, three of which received the accreditation, two of which are still accredited today. The small production
from these two farms is bought and marketed on an exclusive contract by a German seafood company. Several farmers I spoke with had attended workshops on what were apparently Naturland standards; however,
they had not obtained that certification either because they were ineligible due to location or not bothered
due to the required high level of effort. Organic certification is an interesting case in Pangasius certification,
because despite its small coverage, it is the only certification scheme that I was able to see actually implemented and operating at the farm level
The Safe Quality Food (SQF) standard is sponsored by the Food Marketing Institute, an association of food retailing and wholesaling companies
based out of the United States. This certification scheme is designed for a
variety of food production systems and is focused on issues of food safety and quality management. There are two different codes, the SQF1000
focused on certifying primary producers and SQF2000 for processors
and other intermediaries. There are also sector specific guidelines developed under each of these codes. The standard was first established in
1994 and, according to SQF promotional materials, has a growing membership of interested retailers and wholesalers (SQFI 2009). In response
to requests from member organizations SQF has recently developed two
voluntary add-ons for responsible social practice and responsible environmental practice, however, as of 2007 no one had yet been certified for
these voluntary components. Creation and revision of standards is the
job of Technical Advisory Committees focused specific key specialties
and comprised of technical experts from the global food industry. Several
years ago the Vietnamese Department of Agriculture and Rural Development (DARD) developed an agreement with SQF and one its certifying bodies Société Générale de Surveillance (SGS) to implement SQF
1000 and 2000 as voluntary standard for the Pangasius industry. DARD
also created some additional criteria of a more environmental nature and
began initiated an extension project to train farmers and interested business. As of 2007 SGS had issued 76 SFQ2000 and 4 SQF1000 certificates in Vietnam (Corsin et al 2007).
During my time in Vietnam this was the most frequently mentioned certification system when I spoke to
Pangasius farmers, many of them had taken the training but none that I visited had been audited or certified.
I visited three processing facilities and one hatchery that had attained SQF certification. This certification
system is interesting because it is an international standard that has been modified and which the Vietnamese
government has obviously spent a great deal of money and effort to disseminate in the Pangasius industry,
though certification among farmers appears to be quite limited at this time.
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The Integrated Farm Assurance
Pangasius Aquaculture standards are currently under development by GlobalGAP, a private certification body that focuses on all aspects of agricultural production including inputs, management, food safety
and quality, environmental and social issues. The organization was originally called EUREPGAP (The EuroRetailer Produce Working Group) and was first established to harmonize the quality, environmental and labour standards that had been developed independently by different British and European retailers. The GAP
acronym stands for good agricultural practice, which speaks to how the organization envisions their comprehensive standards packages, as a tool to promote better agricultural practice. Over time the GAP program
has grown to include more agricultural commodities and more aspects of production, and is now one of the
most significant certifiers in global agriculture. Standards are developed at the request of interested producers
or retailers, and if deemed appropriate and generated by committees of technical experts and mediated by
public consultations via the internet (GlobalGAP 2009). The first draft of the Pangasius standards was trial
audited in Vietnam in May 2008, and was submitted for a second round of public consultation in January
2009. The final standards will be released in April 2009, though it remains to be seen how they will accepted
on the ground in Vietnam. GlobalGAP is a very strong force in international globalized agriculture, largely
driven by retailers and indirectly by western consumers which has a significant impact on the approach to
system change. During my time in Vietnam this standard was discussed on very few occasions and typically
only technical and extension staff associated with industry, though “VietnamGAP” was mentioned in passing
on several occasions, I understood this to refer to the GAA ACC, who are involved in the certification of
Vietnamese Shrimp were working to develop a similar standard for Pangasius.
The Pangasius Aquaculture Dialogue is a certification scheme currently in
development, one of 8 species specific aquaculture dialogues going on
around the world. They are promoted by the World Wildlife Fund and are
focused on generating social and environmental sustainability criteria. The
fundamentals of the aquaculture dialogue initiative are outlined in a guidance document from the WWF based on criteria of the International Social and Environmental Accreditation and Labeling Alliance (ISEAL). The
process is intended to generate standards that are:






Created by a broad and diverse set of stakeholders
Based on consensus
Developed through a transparent process
Science-based
Measurable and performance-based
(WWF 2008)
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Beyond this dialogues are sponsored by the WWF and asked to develop species specific standards which,
when finalized, will be given over to a WWF cosponsored body, currently being called the Aquaculture Stewardship Council which will be responsible for implementing the certification scheme. At this time none of
the individual dialogues has presented a final standard, so the real world application of this process remains
to be seen, however WWF has previously been successfully involved standards initiatives including the Marine Stewardship Council and the Forest Stewardship Council. I attended the PAD inaugural meeting in Ho
Chi Minh City in September 2007, and so far there have been three meetings and initial draft standards have
been created. Fundamentally the aquaculture dialogues are intended to promote improved aquaculture performance. The focus on changing the practice of farming rather than specifying the characteristics of the final product is an example of a certification scheme implemented primarily as a development tool, which
seems to be a subtle but important distinction from other certification schemes investigated in this thesis.
Although this standard has not yet been implemented, my direct involvement in it provided me with useful
insight into the development of standards, and how system boundaries play an implicit role in political and
ethical decision making.
The four different certification initiatives that I am highlighting in this chapter all approach the issue of Pangasius certification with different governing images, in the Interactive Governance sense. These different images lead to divergent ideas on how to be sensitive, inclusive, flexible, cautious and how to keep perspective
in the face of the challenges presented by the current Pangasius aquaculture configuration. However in the
end, they are all seeking change the industry, to “improve performance”. In the following four sections of
this chapter I will compare and contrast four different system elements and how each of these certification
systems responds to the demands of system-to-be-governed and what this demonstrates about the images
that they hold. Unfortunately because of a lack of implemented standards on the ground, this analysis will
necessarily be limited to theoretical investigation. This will provide a theoretical version of certification governing systems against which to compare the existing system-to-be-governed. In the next section I will examine how these certification systems deal with the environmental issue of water management.

2.2. Water Certification
This section will use primarily documentary evidence and some field observations to describe how certifiers
approach the issue of water management in their standards. Water is an important component of environmental certification, and different certifiers have different approaches to governing it, however, they maintain
a relatively consistent focus on the farm and farmer. All four of the certification systems deal with issues of
water, but come with different goals and assumptions which lead to different choices about what governance
implements are appropriate. There are different focuses on on-farm water quality versus off-farm impacts of
water pollution. Also the certifiers appear to have different degrees of sensitivity and flexibility when dealing
with the local material and social context of water use, and different knowledge and expertise requirements.
However, they are all similar in focusing on the farmers as the main control point for accomplishing their
goals for intervention and change.
Water is also of primary concern to environmental certifiers. The four schemes researched here all included
elements related to water quality, and water pollution in a variety of different contexts. The GlobalGAP draft
contains at least 11 major criteria related to water management under the headings of Fish Welfare, Envi-
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ronmental Management and Pond Water Quality. The Vietnamese Pangasius Addendum attached to the
SQF Standards has 5 very specific water quality criteria, while the Naturland standard has 9 under the headings of Water Pollution Control and System Design. The PAD criteria include 10 directly related to water
quality under sections related to governing water use and water pollution. I have summarized the significant
ideas from these standards in Table 1.

Among the documents reviewed there was very little description of why these certifiers were interested in
water quality, impacts seem to be assumed. There is certainly a lot of international academic literature that
highlights the potential negative impact of aquaculture on water resources, and the Vietnamese government
has issued basic water quality standards for Pangasius farming. In the course I encountered no literature that
actually quantified the impacts in the case of Pangasius aquaculture. This is not to say there are no negative
impacts, though there is almost no documentary evidence to support this conclusion. The WWF process began with the circulation of proposed impacts, a list of generic impacts developed from academic literature
and fieldworkers’ experience. These proposed impacts were then discussed and modified by stakeholders,
including Vietnamese Pangasius farmers, to reach consensus, which resulted in a list particular to Pangasius
which included this statement about water:
“The rapid growth of the sector has raised huge concerns among the different stakeholders on the sustainability of pangasius farming and the potential of water pollution and self-pollution of farming operations…”
(WWF 2007)
Perhaps other certifiers followed a similar process to the PAD in defining impacts, but I was not able to determine this. Regardless of process or farming reality though, certifiers have certainly made water pollution
one of their targets for improvement in the Pangasius farming industry.
The focus of these four certifiers in regards to issues of water quality varies somewhat, particularly as concerns on-farm water quality versus the impacts of discharged water on surrounding water systems and users.
This tension between different ideas is clearly visible in the above quote from WWF where the document
drafters mention water pollution and self-pollution. The true costs of poor water quality can be both internal,
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affecting profitability of the farm operation, and external, affecting the environment surrounding the farm.
From the perspective of the value-chain on-farm water quality can affect the health and quality of the fish
produced. If a fish grows in poor quality water it can result in poor flesh quality, something of primary concern to processors and fish buyers. On farm water quality is something that can reasonably be included in a
standard; however, this factor does not necessarily have a direct affect on the external impacts of an aquaculture operation. It is possible to remediate poor quality water prior to discharging it. It is also equally possible
to concentrate the waste nutrients in the water released from a farm. In terms of environmental impact it is
the total mass-balance equation of nutrients and contaminants released from a farm. The SQF standard is
unclear whether its water quality standards are specific to on-farm water quality or environmental pollution,
while the other three standards are quite clear with GlobalGAP and Naturland having elements of both and
PAD focusing exclusively on effluents and external environmental impacts. Interestingly the single focus of
the PAD standards seems to be in conflict with their earlier statement, but can probably be explained by the
involvement of different stakeholders and the year and a half process between formulating the impact statements and the issuing of draft standards. The way in which these certifiers formulate their standards certainly
seems to speak to their goals and assumptions. SQF is primarily a food quality standard that has had environmental standards added on afterward. On their website SQF clearly indicates that their environmental
module is not to be considered comprehensive, stating:
“This standard is not designed to replace other more extensive programs that apply to assurance of good environmental practice.
However, it provides the foundation needed to achieve more rigorous standards.”
(SQFI 2009)
GlobalGAP and Naturland both appear to serve dual purposes. Originally GlobalGAP’s standards focused
on almost exclusively on food quality issues but have grown to include environmental impact in their various
standards for quite some time. Naturland seems to have been equally interested in both aspects of food quality and environmental impact. On the other hand, PAD clearly orient their interest toward environmental and
social sustainability, and appear to maintain that focus in their standards. This difference between food quality and environmental impact standards is very clearly seen in the certifiers’ treatment of water, and is a good
example of how certifiers make choices to define the focus of their intervention, dependent on their goals
and assumptions.
The four certifiers examined here also have different approaches to dealing with the potential diversity of
water characteristics. Water can be a complex issue and the way in which a certifier chooses to deal with this
can speak more gore generally how they perceive the system they are trying to govern. Upon cursory examination the standards appear to fit into two basic forms, one that sets fixed and quantifiable standards for water or, in the case of GlobalGAP, a more process based approach that requires the applicant to define their
situation and provide the solution to it. The SQF, PAD and to a lesser extent Naturland fall into this first
category with very clear numerical standards for some of the parameters presented in table 1. The SQF
standard lists four biochemical water quality parameters and imposes strict limits on them and PAD lists at
least six. Reducing water to a number of fixed parameters is a very simple and clear way to deal with issues of
water quality. Naturland discusses the same kinds of water quality parameters as SQF and PAD, but only in a
relative sense, stating:
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“Water quality of source water should not become significantly deteriorated (standard value <10% of the parameters determined)
due to the farming operation.”
(Naturland 2008)

This is a slightly more complex measure that allows for some differences in source water quality between different sites. I should mention that PAD also includes this <10% clause in addition to their strict water parameters. Naturland and PAD also look beyond simple water quality. PAD includes requirements about the
total volume of water used per tonne of fish produced, and prohibiting the discharge of pond sludge to public waters. Naturland also instructs farmers in farm construction, things like inlet and effluent placement and
the construction of settling ponds to minimize effluent nutrient concentration. The approach of these three
certifiers appears relatively insensitive to potential diversity amongst farms applying for certification.

GlobalGAP takes a different approach to the problem of water quality. In their standard they mention the
same kinds of biochemical water parameters and instruct applicants to assess their local situation and devise a
plan for dealing with it. They have requirements for a written Environmental Impact Assessment, Environmental Management Plan, and a Water Quality Monitoring Program. The standards provide some guidance
as to what elements these written plans should include, but in the end it is the responsibility of the applicant
to write their own standards. This approach certainly allows for sensitivity to the local situation, but also introduces other potential complications in the form of a complex and long process of applying and obtaining
certification, discussed later in this section. These different approaches of prescriptive and process standards
may demonstrate different philosophies of the certifiers. The prescriptive standards reduce water to simple
resource that does not vary in order to be able to implement the standard in a simple way. The GlobalGAP
methodology does not make as many presuppositions about water quality, but allow the applicant to describe
it, a process that is not very simple.
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The same approach seems to be in play as regards flexibility of the governing system. The strict prescriptive
standards do not leave any space for changes in the system, particularly unexpected, short-term and cyclical
changes. The GlobalGAP system provides some flexibility to deal with expected short term and cyclical
changes, but unforeseen changes are harder to compensate for. All of these different certification systems
provide for a standards review process, a way to change the standards to reflect changes in reality. However,
I was not able to determine what the timeline would be for these reviews, how quickly could a standard be
changed? My involvement with the WWF PAD over one and a half years demonstrates that the generation of
standards can take quite some time. The multi-stakeholder process of PAD may be a little different from the
other processes, so standards generation cycles could potentially be quite a bit shorter. However, a lack of
good observational data of these certification schemes in operation means that any discussion about their
ability to change the standards themselves is highly speculative. In practice the GlobalGAP approach appears
to allow a little more operational flexibility, so long as the applicant is cognizant of how and why their water
quality can change over time.
There are also some differences between the certification schemes in how they include different kinds of
knowledge in the system. Measuring water in terms of biochemical parameters and volumes reduces water to
a simplistic system, but requires a certain level of technical knowledge. This is relatively simple technical
knowledge, but may not be based on the knowledge systems of the applicants. Additionally the simplified
prescriptive water standards exclude local knowledge about water quality and impacts on local environments.
Most importantly all of these standards introduce a requirement for a new kind of knowledge, bureaucratic
knowledge of certification schemes. How does a farmer obtain certification? Who do they have to pay? What
kinds of documentation do they need and how do they obtain it? GlobalGAP with their contextually sensi-
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tive and flexible methodology also create the greatest need for this kind of knowledge. Generation of the various water management plans not only requires farming knowledge, but also usually requires the hiring of
various consultants to help applicants translate practice into a process document. GlobalGAP is clear about
the necessity of outside consultants and provides links to various certification services from their website.
The truth is that all of these certifications will likely require hiring a technical consultant, but none more so
than the GlobalGAP process. The choices of
these certifiers delimit what is appropriate and
valuable knowledge for farmers to have.
Although it is implicit in all of the standards, it
is not explicitly mentioned that the target for
these interventions is the farmer. It may not
seem to be important to mention this, but there
is a tension between the action of the farmer
and the existence of a wider system that has an
impact on and is impacted by water quality and
pollution. GlobalGAP is very clear in the introduction to their aquaculture standards that they
“recognize that other land uses, people and
species depend on these same ecosystems”
(GlobalGAP 2009b). The core ethical principles
of IFOAM and the introductory remarks of
PAD documents also acknowledge that aquaculture is part of a wider system. Interestingly
SQF introduces their environmental and social
responsibility modules from the perspective of
a market demand for these kinds of certification, not a fundamental ethical principle. Regardless, despite these certifiers initial justifications, the standards themselves are devoid of
references to existence of other systems, except
insofar as the farm is having an impact on
them. The Naturland quote above is probably
the simplest, clearest example of this. By doing
this, standards setters appear to including only
farmers in the system and none of the other
potential system actors who participate in water
quality.
In this section I have examined how certification systems deal with the issue of water quality, and summarized my basic findings in table 2. The certification schemes that I examined using guidance documents and
their technical standards can tell us something about how certifiers choose to include, and how to be sensitive and flexible when addressing the perceived problems related to water quality in aquaculture operations.
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Specifically the certification systems focus on different internal and external impacts of water quality and pollution and may or may not allow for diversity and dynamism in water. Also, and perhaps more significantly,
these standards require very specific kinds of knowledge, and focus their attention exclusively on farmers,
despite acknowledging that fish farmers are part of a wider system. This is a simple but important observation about how certification schemes define the limits of the systems they are trying to impact. In the following section I will examine another production issue addressed by these standards, hatcheries and seed, using
the same methodological perspective I have applied to the issue of water quality.

2.3. Seed Certification
In the previous section examined in detail how certifiers approach the issue of water. Certification and management of water is the primary empirical case of this thesis, however other cases can provide additional perspective to fill out an understanding of how certifiers perceive and choose to act in the system to be governed. In this section I will present the case of seed more briefly than I did for water, highlighting aspects
that provide more depth to the overall empirical case of certification systems.
Seed, the juvenile fish used to stock a farm, are a primary component of the Pangasius value chain and typically have a number of standards devoted to them in the certification systems examined here. Many of the
observations presented in the section on water certification remain true in the case of seed certification as
well. As in the case of water, there it can be confusing to identify product quality and environmental impact
related criteria. Also certifiers have similar approaches to diversity and dynamism of the seed sourcing, and
technical knowledge as in water. However there is significant difference in seed where certifiers shift their
exclusive focus on farmers to include seed producers, and they use different approaches to deal with this issue.
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Seed is a primary input for successful farming, and is often identified as a potential vulnerability in the Pangasius value chain. During the course of my interviews variety of different informants remarked on problems
associated with the seed supply for farming. Certifiers have also identified this as an important issue and included requirements relating to seed production and seed sourcing in their standards. SQF includes 4 criteria,
Naturland has 5 and GlobalGAP has 9 major criteria directly related to hatcheries and fingerling production
and transportation. WWF PAD includes three criteria that potentially could affect fingerling production focused on the sourcing and genetic stock of the broodfish and one of them has been challenged internally and
is still under discussion. As in the case of water standards, I could find no documents that clearly articulated
the justification for the existence of seed standards. However, it is apparent from the standards themselves
that certifiers are attempting to address three significant concerns relating to seed quality (or robustness), animal welfare and potential for genetic pollution of escapees. Table 1 provides a summary of general seed related criteria from the four sets of standards examined.

These four certifiers appear to handle diversity and dynamism in seed the same way as they handle it in water.
The standards of all four certifiers tend toward the prescriptive. For example Vietnamese addendum to SQF
states “…fingerlings should be between 10 and 20 cm with a weight less than 80g per fish.” (translated from
Vietnamese). In the case of seed GlobalGAP doesn’t require the creation of a variety of plans, though it does
mention a biosecurity plan, but instead relies on prescriptions and prohibitions in the same manner as the
other certifiers. As in the case of water the standards seem to be relatively insensitive to local contextual diversity, and maintain the same rigid approach that would appear to be unable to handle fluctuations or unexpected changes.
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In the case of water standards, there is a primary focus on highly
technical knowledge and this is the case for seed as well, particularly
when the standards address genetics. As can be seen in table 1 three
of the certifications have criteria related to the genetic stock of the
fingerlings produced. PAD is quite prescriptive in this matter, forbidding use of genetically modified or hybrid stocks, and potentially including prescriptions on selective breeding. As genetic stock of an
organism is basically impossible to assess visually it requires other
means of verification. This is usually accomplished through the use of
heredity documentation that tracks lineage of a given cohort of fish.
Genetic testing can also be used, though is typically difficult and expensive. Lineage documentation and genetic testing are both very
technical disciplines requiring a certain kind of knowledge that is not
typically available in farming systems. As in the case of water, outside
knowledge in the form of genetic and certification consultants will
need to be introduced to meet the requirements of these standards.
In the case of seed the certifiers examined here shift their focus to include the seed producers within the
bounds of the certification system. WWF PAD appears to do this implicitly, but SQF, Naturland, and GlobalGAP all explicitly state that seed must come from certified seed sources. Naturland and GlobalGAP both
include guidance for hatcheries to get the same certification as the farms, however SQF does not specific exactly what certification is required, though it is probably reasonable to assume it would be the SQF 1000
standards. Inclusion of hatcheries and fingerling farmers within the certification clarifies the kinds of actors
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and activities that certifiers include within their system boundaries. If there are other types of actors and activities important to the seed system, they are not addressed within these standards.
In this section I have presented the case of seed standards in order to further illuminate how certifiers approach environmental and quality issues in the Pangasius farming. Most of the standards seem to treat seed
in a similar way to water, however in the case of seed certifiers to do appear to acknowledge that other system actors beyond the farmers are also important to the success of Pangasius farming practice. For clarity I
have presented a summary of my findings in table 2.

2.4. Conclusions about Certification Systems
In this chapter I have tried to construct an understanding of how certifiers approach the challenge of attempting to govern the Pangasius aquaculture industry in Vietnam. The four certification systems investigated here all come from international interests, and represent different facets of globalization with different
values concerning production quality and environmental and social sustainability. GlobalGAP and SQF represent international food quality certifications that have grown to include environmental criteria, GlobalGAP
quite significantly and SQF to a lesser extent, both based on extensive technical advising. The Naturland organic standard is more of an ethical certification which attempts to provide a method of verifying that the
Pangasius have been produced using the core principles of the international organic movement. Finally, PAD
is attempting to create a truly inclusive process in Vietnam to generate a consensus-based governing system
for Pangasius.
It is possible to identify different approaches to some of the problems presented by the system. In the case
of water SQF, PAD and to a lesser extent Naturland tend to use very prescriptive standards, reducing water
to a list of parameters that must not be exceeded, while GlobalGAP asks for applicants to create their own
plan for identifying and handling water quality issues. While this may appear to be more sensitive and flexible
to local context, in practice it will likely require an entirely new kind of expert, knowledgeable in the bureaucratic process of certification. In the case of seed supply, the standards appear to follow the same, though
with even somewhat stronger prescriptions and prohibitions. Interestingly all of the certifiers appeared to
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provide relatively little justification for impacts. However, the most significant idea I have explored is the focus of certifiers on the farmer. Despite acknowledging that there are other actors in the system there is very
little evidence in their standards that these others should be included in the certification system. In the case
of seed all four certifiers acknowledge the existence of the seed sector and require that they receive similar
certification to the grow-out farmers.
How the different certifiers approach the definition of food quality and environmental impacts, and which
elements are included in the standards speaks very clearly about how these certifiers view system boundaries.
Farmers are the main focus with other direct chain actors acknowledged and other peripheral actors almost
completely ignored. Local contextual knowledge appears to be disregarded in favour of technical and process
oriented knowledge. This idea of drawing systems boundaries will be revisited later in the discussion. In the
next chapter I will explore the performance of farming. Again I will focus on the areas of water and seed in
order to be able to draw parallels between the practice of farming and the approach of certifiers.
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3. The System-to-be-Governed: Pangasius Farming
3.1. Water: Quality and Management Practice
During the course of my fieldwork in An Giang province the most commonly cited source of concern for
farmers and non-farmers alike was water pollution. The importance of water, both to enable and constrain
aquaculture performance cannot be understated. Water is the medium in which fish farming occurs and upon
which fish depend for support functions. Water transmits oxygen and food to the fish and carries waste
products away and is important for thermoregulation and physical support of the fish. However, water also
limits what is possible, transporting excess nutrients and disease agents into the farm, and retarding fish
growth through low temperatures and low oxygen content. In order to maximize farm performance water
sources must be consistent and of high quality. High quality water is not only of concern to Pangasius farmers, but also to surrounding rice and shrimp farmers, local domestic users and other community actors. Water
from Pangasius farming can carry excess nutrients and drugs to surrounding waters and impact these other
users. This has been a conflict in the past and is why interviewees continued to raise it as in issue of concern.
In this section I will use the framework described in Chapter 1 to evaluate the role and importance of water
quality amongst Pangasius farmers in An Giang province.
As discussed in Chapter 2, water is also of primary concern to environmental certifiers. All the certification
schemes identified in Chapter 2 have a section of their standards devoted to water quality or pollution. There
is a tendency for these certifiers to reduce water to simple static technical measures. For instance GlobalGAP
and Naturland both set a water quality standard based on specific parameters, however water is not a uniform, simple or static resource. The physical realities of water, particularly quality and availability are diverse
and dynamic, having a direct affect on farming practice and indirectly affecting diverse social realities such as
land prices and long term participation in Pangasius farming. This physical and social diversity and dynamism
when coupled with the perceived vulnerability of the water supply makes water and its management a complicated objective.

3.1.1. The concept of water quality
The concept of water quality has different meanings for different actors. Domestic usage of water requires
qualities appropriate for drinking or washing clothes, while water for aquaculture needs to be capable of supporting fish life. For instance a chlorinated water supply may be good for domestic use but not optimum for
fish culture. The qualities of water most important for Pangasius aquaculture include temperature, oxygen
content, acidity, alkalinity, dissolved nutrients and contaminants. From the perspective of aquaculturists
changes to water quality that improve health and productivity of fish stocks are considered to be improvements in water quality.
Every fish has different optimum water quality requirements. Pangasius is considered to be a very hardy fish
that thrives in much lower quality water than many other aquaculture species, and can survive extremely poor
water conditions, though this can have a negative effect on their health and growth rates.
Technical experts describe water quality using quantitative measures of chemical and physical parameters like
dissolved oxygen and pH (e.g. Diana et al, 1997). An example of typical water quality parameters for aquaculture is presented in Table 1. These measures are obtained using sophisticated equipment and techniques. For
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the most common and important parameters, such as dissolved oxygen, farmers can buy field kits or meters
to test the water themselves, or they can bring samples to one of many different service providers (e.g. feed
sellers, drug and chemical sellers) who will test the water for them, often at no cost. There are also laboratories that will conduct detailed water analysis of a wide array of parameters for a fee.
Although Pangasius farmers in An Giang are generally able to obtain technical analyses of water quality, they
rarely make use of these quantitative measures. In my survey I discovered that most farmers had had their
water analysed at least once (91% n=42), though far fewer had their water tested regularly (29% n=42). The
reasons for this were not very clear or consistent. Some farmers were not interested in paying for the necessary equipment or in the obligation to purchase to receive free testing from the service industry. Ultimately
most farmers seemed to feel that regular water testing simply was not necessary and would only resort to it if
they had a problem with their fish that they could not solve.

TABLE 1: GENERAL WATER QUALITY PARAMETERS, COMMON MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES, AND VALUE RANGES FOR
FISH CULTURE (TAKEN FROM BUTTNER ET AL, 1993)

Water Quality Factor

Test Procedure

Preferred Ranges for Fish Culture

Temperature

Thermometer, Telethermister

species dependent

Dissolved Oxygen

Titrimetric (Modified Winkler), Polarographic meter,
Calorimetric kits

>4-5 ppm for most species

Total Ammonia-Nitrogen
(ionized and un-ionized)

Calorimetric kits, (Nesslerization or Salicylate), Ion
specific probes

NH3<O.02 ppm

Nitrite

Calorimetric kits (Diazotization), Ion specific probes,
Electronic meter

<1 ppm; 0.1 ppm in soft water

Alkalinity

Titrimetric with pH meter, Titrimetric with chemical
indicator

50-300 ppm calcium carbonate

Hardness

Titrimetric kit

>50 ppm, preferably >100 ppm calcium
carbonate

Carbon dioxide

Titrimetric

<10 ppm

Salinity

Conductivity meter, Refractometer, Titrimetric

species dependent typically <0.5- 1.0 ppt
(for freshwater fish)

Iron

Colofimetric kit, visible red precipitate

<0.5 ppm

Chlorine

Calorimetric kit

<0.02 ppm

Hydrogen sulfide

Calorimetric kit

No detectable level

clarity

Secchi disk, Turbidimeter

species dependent

In An Giang the most common method I observed for evaluating water quality was simple visual observation. One informant described water quality to me using colour and clarity as his primary determinants by
saying “The darker and murkier the water, the lower its quality.” In this instance he was evaluating water
quality based on the water’s ability to support Pangasius. Additionally informants also referred to water flow,
which correlates most closely with rate of water flushing. The visual characteristics of colour, clarity and flow
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can be fairly indicative of organic loading of the water which has direct impacts on physical and chemical parameters important for fish culture.
Using the criteria of colour, clarity and flow it is possible to see differences in water quality in different locations. The main river was typically a light brown colour with some clarity and readily observable water
movement. The main canals directly connected to the river usually had relatively similar colour, perhaps
slightly darker and currents were more difficult to observe. Smaller canals observed further away from the
river had visibly darker, murkier water and no observable water movement. (e.g. see Figure 1)

FIGURE 1: EXAMPLES OF USING COLOUR AND CLARITY FOR DETERMINATION OF WATER QUALITY, POOR ON THE LEFT,
GOOD ON THE RIGHT

The combination of different concepts of water quality with different ways of evaluating it can result in a
great deal of confusion. It is important to remember that the concept of water of quality is neither simple nor
fixed, but in fact extremely complex as a result of social mediation.

3.1.2. Geographic variability of water quality
The performance of Pangasius farmers in An Giang is embedded in the physical and social realities of diverse
quality and availability of water.
Water quality varied spatially in the study area and as such where a farm was located in relation to water resources mattered. An Giang province is dominated by the Tien and Hau branches of the Mekong River. Canals regularly diverge from the main river channels carrying water for agricultural irrigation, allowing for water-based transport of goods and providing a water supply for domestic use throughout the province. Water
is available everywhere, but it is not all the same. As canals diverge further from the river flows are split and
reduced and subsequently water quality deteriorates because there is less flow to carry away anthropogenic
sources of pollution leading to spatial diversity in the availability and quality of water.
Farmers take this diversity into account when developing farming operations. In both communes farms were
arranged in clusters as can be seen in Figure 2 and 3. In Vinh Thanh Trung most of the farms are located on
the Vinh Tre canal, a large canal that connects the Hau River to Kien Giang province on the Gulf of Thai-
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land. In My Hoa Hung most of the farms are located on the Northeast side of the Island, an area with excellent access to the fast flowing high quality water of the Hau River. In both communes, the further I travelled
away from the best water quality, the fewer and smaller the Pangasius farms were. A good example of this
can be seen in the picture from Vinh Thanh Trung looking along the length of the Vinh Tre canal. One can
see smaller and fewer ponds moving down the canal away from the Hau River. Conversations with informants confirmed this tendency to cluster near quality water resources. Several informants stated that farms
were situated in particular areas because the water quality was good.
As there is new farm expansion it seems that the focus is increasingly on areas with access to the best water.
Several informants commented on new farm expansion in My Hoa Hung commune and Binh Thanh commune. Both are situated on islands in the middle of the Hau River. The President of My Hoa Hung claimed
that there was increasing interest from investors in expansion in his commune partly because of the access to
good water. When I visited Binh Thanh, another island commune similar to My Hoa Hung, the president of
the commune spoke of plans of a large processing company to expand over 100 ha of farming area also in
part because of the good water availability. This is corroborated by pond construction activities that I observed. I did not observe any pond construction occurring in Vinh Thanh Trung, which already has a high
density of farms, and very little river front land that is not already developed. On My Hoa Hung Island I observed new pond construction activities at 3 different locations on the eastern islets of the commune, where
many of the farms in the commune are already situated. Of course there are many other factors that are considered in site selection, but water quality is of prime consideration precisely because of the spatial variability
of water.

FIGURE 2: FARMS AT VINH THANH TRUNG CLUSTERED AT THE NORTH CORNER OF THE COMMUNE

Access to good quality water is dependent on the location of the farm which is in part determined by social
factors. Not all good quality locations are available to all farmers. The most significant factor affecting land
availability is price. The dramatic expansion of farms in the Mekong Delta has led to rising land prices in
prime Pangasius aquaculture expansion areas. Several informants spoke about riverfront land values rising as
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much as 500% over the last 10 years. Only large investors are able to raise the money necessary to start or
take over a farming operation, and small farmers are motivated to sell their existing farms by the short term
cash benefit, particularly during times of low profitability in the industry. One large farmer I spoke with had
purchased significant portions of his existing farm from small farmers exiting the industry during times of
economic duress over the last 15 years. Large wealthy investors also have advantages in accessing new land
for farming expansion because they often have existing relationships with well-placed party members. One
large farm I visited was located on prime riverfront land leased from government, something that a small
farmer would likely be unable to access. Rising land prices and political connections mean that small farmers
who lack investment and political capital tend to be located in areas with poorer water quality, and are unable
to move to areas more suited to Pangasius culture.

FIGURE 3: FARMS AT MY HOA HUNG CLUSTERED ALONG THE RIVER ON THE NORTHEAST SIDE OF THE COMMUNE

3.1.3. Daily and seasonal patterns of water quality
Water quality does not only exhibit spatial diversity, but temporal diversity, or dynamism, as well. Interviews
with informants identified a variety of social and material factors related to cyclical dynamism of water quality
and availability. Water is a highly complex resource, affected by physical forces, biological cycles and human
activity, all of which can have varying effects over time. Farmers are embedded in a dynamic reality with diurnal and seasonal variation of the physical characteristics of water, management choices that must compensate for changing farm needs and variable demands for water from other competing users.
One of the physical realities of water in An Giang is diurnal variation in quality. Three different farmers
claimed that water pumped from some canals during the day could cause mortalities in their fish, however at
night water quality improved. This was corroborated by a group of shrimp farmers and one local government
official who all talked about poor water quality during the day. I questioned several people about the possible
causes of this diurnal cycle. There were no definitive answers but there were two different hypotheses forwarded. The first was related to the tidal cycles which do have visible influence on water levels in the canals
even this far inland from the ocean. An aquaculture lecturer at An Giang University speculated that water
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changes associated with the tidal cycle might be flushing bad water out of the canals. Another theory was the
influence of domestic waste and boat traffic, both of which are daytime activities and can significantly affect
water quality, particularly in smaller channels. This diurnal cycle in water quality did not appear to be a problem for farms situated on the main river where farmers talked about the consistent high quality of water taken directly from the river. Indeed, as discussed in the previous section, river water was generally agreed to be
of the highest quality. It is reasonable that river water would not be subject to the dramatic fluctuations in
quality that canal water users experience because of its higher flow rates. Amongst questioned informants
there was a general agreement that there were daily fluctuations in water quality in the canals.
Water quality inside the farm also fluctuates independently from external water sources, both in the short
term and over the course of a crop cycle. Farm ponds are not in direct communication with the canal or river
water, but receive water via pumps, which are not in continuous operation. In the short term water quality
can vary as fish and pond flora photosynthesize and or respire, as fish are fed and as water exchanges are
made. One fish health technician I spoke with described the daily fluctuations occurring in a Pangasius production pond. Specifically he mentioned that at night it was very common for dissolved oxygen in the ponds
to reach zero. Daily activities like water exchanges, pond bottom cleaning and feeding can all have affects on
water quality within the ponds. Also, over the course of a production cycle, as the standing biomass of Pangasius increases, water quality decreases. The static nature of a closed pond system, when combined with the
dynamic nature of its biological inhabitants leads to a temporal variation of water quality. (Diana et al, 1997)
Water quality in An Giang also has a strong seasonal variation. Two different informants talked about a general reduction in water quality during the dry season. An Giang Province is located in the Mekong Delta, a
floodplain with significant annual variation in water levels. Much of traditional Vietnamese agricultural practice in the delta devolves around flood season and dry season activities. The abundant supply of water during
the flood season leads to excellent water quality. However both informants noted that during the dry season,
water quality can become severely degraded, particularly in secondary waterways, even to the extent that it
cannot be used for domestic activities. Water temperature also varies seasonally which has a direct impact on
fish growth and health. During the survey many farmers mentioned problems relating to changes in water
temperature (25 of 42). These seasonal changes in water quality have a direct impact on the performance of
farming.
The most significant way that farmers perform in response to fluctuating water quality is by changing their
water pumping patterns. In the case of daily fluctuations farmers who were dealing with low quality water
during the day had begun to pump only during the night. This was very common among the farmers in Vinh
Thanh Trung who are located away from the main river channels. One informant suggested that night time
pumping might also save on electricity costs because power rates are cheaper during the night, however,
most of the farmers with whom I spoke about night pumping were using diesel pumps. Farmers also change
their pumping patterns over the course of the production cycle. Table 2 shows one of the results of the survey, that farmers pump greater quantities of water toward the end of a production cycle. As the standing biomass in their ponds becomes larger, more feed is delivered to the fish and greater amounts of organic
wastes are generated that need to be removed from the pond. Farmers are forced to change their management of the farm in response to the demands of their fish and dynamic water quality.
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TABLE 2: AVERAGE DAILY WATER EXCHANGE (% OF POND VOLUME) AT DIFFERENT STAGES OF THE PRODUCTION CYCLE BY PANGASIUS FARMERS SURVEYED IN TWO COMMUNES IN AN GIANG PROVINCE

Beginning

Middle

End

16% (n=40)

26% (n=36)

34% (n=40)

Farmers not only must deal with changing water quality related to farm demands, but also in relation to how
their activities affect water for the community around them. Daily pumping by large Pangasius farms can
have an impact on local water quality, particularly in secondary waterways. I spoke with several commune
officials about how the people deal with usage of common water resources. From these interviews it appeared that water was basically unmanaged except if there was a conflict. If the commune received complaints about a farmer they would take action. So farmers must take care that their daily pumping and discharge activities not to interfere with other water uses such as bathing, washing and use of the water for
drinking.
There are also seasonal changes in activity that affect water usage. In An Giang Province there are two other
major agricultural activities that are seasonal, rice farming and particularly shrimp farming. Shrimp farming
generally occurs during the flood season, and an interview with a group of these farmers revealed that they
were concerned by the impact that Pangasius farming was having on water quality, which in turn affected
shrimp farming activity (see 3.1.4 for more discussion). Rice farming that occurs in areas that are seasonally
flooded also has a seasonal cycle with associated water demands and impacts on water quality through released pesticides and nutrients. However, the seasonality of these activities is disappearing in the Mekong
Delta as more and more areas construct high dikes allowing for continuous cropping. One informant suggested that this annual variation in water quality may possibly become more pronounced in the future as
more and more agricultural activities start to operate year-round. This speaks to long term issues of water,
discussed more thoroughly in section 3.1.4.
The dynamism of material reality in diurnal and seasonal variations in water quality combined with social dynamism around the use of the water has a direct impact on the performance of Pangasius farming in An
Giang. While farmers are obviously enabled to practice aquaculture by the existence of water they are also
constrained in the management of their farms by the material realities of water, in meeting the requirements
of their fish and of the communities in which they live.

3.1.4. Declining water quality
Amongst almost all informants interviewed there was a common understanding of declining water quality in
the delta. Considering the importance of water quality to Pangasius farming this may represent a significant
vulnerability for the industry.
A group of shrimp farmers with whom I spoke described a severe decline in water quality in their area over
the past 10 years. It had gotten to the point where it severely impacted their ability to farm shrimp. In response to questioning about sources for this decline they mentioned Pangasius farming, processing industries, domestic waste and rice farm run-off (see Table 2). When I asked them to order them in terms of significance they ordered from most significant to least, rice, industries, Pangasius and domestic. However, they
did not universally agree on this. In two interviews with different commune officials the same ideas about
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water quality were brought forward. Both officials talked about a decline in water quality, and specifically
mentioned the impact this was having on domestic usage. When questioned about sources they mentioned
the same sources as listed in Table 1, but did not elaborate on which sources they perceived as most significant. Several other informants who were not farmers also echoed the commune officials and shrimp farmers
when it came to issues of water quality, reinforcing the idea that the actors and communities surrounding the
Pangasius farmers perceive long-term degradation in water quality and at least partially blame Pangasius farming for this trend.
TABLE 3: PRIMARY SOURCES OF WATER POLLUTION AS DESCRIBED BY INFORMANTS IN AN GIANG PROVINCE

Source

Description

Rice Farming

Rice farmers use nitrogen fertilizers to promote growth, and a variety of pesticides to eliminate pests such as the
brown hopper and golden snail. These pollutants are in the runoff from the farms.

Pangasius
Farming

Pangasius farmers use regular water exchanges to flush their farms. The water discharges include organic loading
from waste feed and fish feces, and contaminants from drugs and chemicals used on the fish.

Industrial Processing

There is a great diversity of food processing activities located on the river and canals that use water to eliminate
waste products including waste organics and chemical cleaners.

Domestic
age

Households use river and canal water to bath, wash clothes and eliminate organic and inorganic household
wastes.

Boat Traffic

Us-

Canals are a primary conduit for transport of goods throughout the province. The heavy boat traffic is a source
of hydrocarbon pollutants, and may also cause remixing of settled pollutants from the river bottom in smaller
water ways.

Pangasius farmers themselves also talked about issues of vulnerability to declining water quality. The way the
farmers interviewed in Vinh Thanh Trung and My Hoa Trung described water was very similar to nonfarmers. They even considered Pangasius farming to be one of the contributing factors. One farmer complained that Pangasius farmers upstream were discharging polluted water without treatment, and wondered
why she should be required to treat her discharge if her upstream neighbours were not. Most farmers spoke
about the need for treatment ponds that the government is currently trying to implement. A common sentiment went something like “It is a good idea but I do not have the space or the money to build a treatment
pond”. The interviewed farmers were aware of the potential risk of water quality degradation but felt that
they were unable to act on the option of treatment pond construction and generally seemed to feel powerless
to deal with it.
Not all informants agreed about the declining trend of water quality in the Mekong Delta. One informant,
who worked as a water quality technician with the Provincial Government of An Giang described the trends
he had seen in data from a large water quality monitoring project. The provincial project been ongoing since
1998 and was now testing 300 samples per year from around the province. He said he had only seen 4 of the
years of data, and no statistical analysis had been done, but that there did not appear to be much year to year
variation. He was of the opinion that water quality was remaining the same. An article from Watanabe (2002)
also suggests that the nitrogen carrying capacity of the Mekong River in Can Tho Province, downstream
from An Giang has not yet been exceeded. Finally, the biology of the Pangasius fish itself may argue against
serious concerns raised about water quality. A fish that can live and breathe in water with no oxygen seems to
be particularly suited to living in extremely low quality water, and farmers are continuing to grow these fish
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regardless of perceptions about water quality. Despite the strong general perception that water quality is declining, there is not universal consensus on the issue. Although the level of vulnerability of water quality is
debatable, it is an issue that must be accounted for.

3.1.5. Performance of Pangasius farming in response to water quality
In the previous four sub-sections I have elaborated on some of the complexity, diversity, dynamism and vulnerability of water as it relates to Pangasius farming in An Giang. Both the material and social aspects of these characteristics have a direct impact on the performance of Pangasius farmers. Farmers cannot afford to
ignore the realities of water and must continually change their practice and adapt their activities to accommodate them as they change. One farmer I spoke with managed many different ponds in different areas with
access to varying qualities of water. He adjusted his pond management to the available water supply, increasing and decreasing stocking densities choosing different kinds of feeds and pumping water in varying quantities and at different times. Another farmer I spoke with simply ruled out grow-out production in favour of
nursery farming, stating that he simply did not have access to good enough quality water to support a grow
out farm. The dynamism of water quality also has to be accounted for by farmers. All of the farmers surveyed exchanged less water, or less frequently when fish were small, than near the end of the production cycle when they reached their maximum quantity and frequency of water exchanges (see Table 2). These farmers were constantly adjusting their management of the farm in response to daily and cycle water quality
changes and farmers in different areas choose, just as farmers in different areas had to adjust management to
different qualities of water. The vulnerability of water quality is important not only to farmers, but to the surrounding communities who have a need for high quality water as well. The vital role that water plays in farming and day-to-day life means that threats to its sustainability must be dealt with as soon as possible. Farmers
and the rest of the population must make choices to accommodate risks associated with the loss of their current sources of quality water.
In summary, what I have attempted to show in the case of water is the extent to which Pangasius farmers in
An Giang are embedded within the social and material realities of water, and that this embeddedness has a
direct impact on the performance of farming. Farmers must deal with complex ways of understanding and
attributing water, diverse water quality and accompanying rising land values and access to water, variability of
water over short and long time periods, and finally the perception of declining water and the opinions of the
people of their communities. In table 1 I have compiled a summary of these ideas within the framework I
presented in Chapter 1, based on the ideas of Kooiman (2002) and Jentoft (2007). In the next section I will
conduct a similar analysis of the seed supply section for Pangasius farmers in An Giang.
Water

Diversity

Complexity

Dynamism
Water quality in

There is complex

Material

Water quality varies

causation of water

between main river

quality issues which

channels and ter-

is confounded by

tiary water ways

different ways of

canals can vary on a
daily basis, seasonal
Mekong flooding
patterns have a
significant effect of

evaluating water.

quality.
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Vulnerability
Increasing usage of
river water by multiple user groups
threatens long term
sustainability of
water quality.

Seasonal and daily
usage patterns by
Land prices vary
spatially, mostly

Social

associated with
higher quality water
sources

Many different

other users, particu-

actors are involved

larly associated with

in issues of water

rice and shrimp

quality, and little

farming change

data to evaluate

quality of source

individual roles.

water and demands
for quality of source
water.

There is a strong
social perception of
declining water
quality that includes
Pangasius farmers
as one of the causes, though there is
data that may contest this perception.

3.2. Seed Supply: Quality, Stability and Responsibility
The hatchery technology of captive production of Pangasius juveniles is relatively new. It was developed near
the end of the 1990’s and disseminated through the industry by means of a network of government sponsored hatcheries. In An Giang there are three of these government supported seed centers. However since
2000 the technology for hatchery production has spread and there are many small private hatcheries
throughout the province. Together these hatcheries and seed centers provide “seed” for the industry. The
production of seed basically involves the maintenance of a genetic pool of mature brood fish. These broodfish can be hormonally induced every few months to spawn (mature adults can live for years, producing
many spawning events). The spawning event is simply a release of gametes into the water, the sperm and eggs
fertilize each other in the water around the fish. The seed sold by hatcheries are the juveniles captured from
the water 24 hours after the spawning event. The next stage of farming is called nursing. This involves taking
the juveniles up to 1 to 3 centimetres in length. This process takes about 25 days and commonly involves 7080% mortality. The end result is a fish that can be called a fingerling. These two stages are often differentiated from grow-out production and grouped together. When farmers and industry actors spoke about the seed
supply it generally referred to both these stages unless otherwise specified.
The certification schemes identified in Chapter 2 demonstrate concerns for seed supply issues with sections
of their standards devoted to seed. The standards focus on improving quality of seed, but also include ideas
about animal welfare and reduction of genetic pollution. Farmers also see the supply of seed within the chain
is an important component in the success and failure of grow-out operations. In a workshop conducted with
farmers and other industry actors uncertainties about the seed production sector of the industry was listed as
one of the four most significant threats to sustainability of Pangasius farming. Seed supply for the case of this
investigation will include both the hatcheries and “nurseries”, first stage growers that sell fish in the range of
1-3 cm (fingerlings), which seems to be a sort of industry standard for trade. Grow-out farmers can choose
different ways of getting fish at this size, either by buying seed and doing the nursing themselves or purchasing from a an external nursery farm. There are a lot of concerns about the quality of seed and fingerlings, but
pinning down the source of the problems is unclear and a complex task. Perhaps in response to these concerns, maybe also for economic reasons the seed and fingerling sectors of the industry appear to be in flux
with new certification requirements from government and new farms developing nursery capabilities. This
state of flux combined with a lack of sufficient technical expertise, and a relatively new production broodstock creates a potential vulnerability in the seed supply both in terms of stability and quality of supply.
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In the following sections I will describe how and when farmers when choices about purchasing seed, how the
organize of seed suppliers is changing rapidly, and some of the potential vulnerabilities of the current seed
supply configurations. By doing this I hope to illuminate how farmers must deal with the diversity, complexity, dynamism and vulnerability of seed and fingerling supplies and how this is reflected in their performance
of farming.

3.2.1. Choices for obtaining fingerlings
When it comes time for farmers to obtain seed for ongoing farming operations they have a diversity of options. There are a variety of different operations that sell seed directly to farms, from large hatchery facilities
dedicated solely to seed production to rice farmers that have a small nursing pond behind their house.
Among informants there was a basic distinction among seed suppliers between hatcheries and nurseries.
Hatcheries in An Giang province are relatively well organized. There are three government supported hatcheries, and a network of small independent hatcheries. The majority of these non-government hatcheries are
certified by government, though it isn’t a requirement. During my fieldwork I visited two different hatcheries,
the “An Giang Seed Center” in Binh Thanh Commune (one of three Seed Centers in the province) and an
independent uncertified hatchery in Vinh Thanh Trung Commune. Both were large operations with dozens
of employees, though the independent hatchery was also part of a larger farming operation, while the Seed
Center was focused exclusively on seed production and extension services. These hatcheries each maintain
their own pool of broodstock and produce seed that is sold at a variety of sizes either directly to farmers or
to intermediate nurseries. I visited at least 5 different dedicated nursery operations during my field research,
and they were all small owner/operator type farms, with one or two small ponds and one or two employees.
Several farmers I spoke with also participated both in nursing and grow-out, buying large quantities of seed
direct from the hatchery and selling off the excess that they didn’t personally need for their grow-out operations. When it comes time to buy new seed for the farm, farmers explained that they use a variety of different
sources to meet their needs.
Table 4: Farmers sources of Pangasius seed
Source

Percent of interviewed farmers (n=42)

Nursery farms

50 (n=21)

Direct from hatchery

9.5 (n=4)

From other non-nursery farms

40.5 (n=17)

Not only do farmers choose who to buy seed from, but also where to buy from. The independent hatchery I
visited only sold seed within the commune, while the An Giang Seed Centers sell throughout the province.
Most farmers that I spoke to purchased their fingerlings from nearby hatcheries or nurseries, however two of
the farmers talked about purchasing seed from the neighbouring province of Dong Thap. One of them
spoke about travelling there and selecting seed from one of the many nurseries or hatcheries there, while the
other talked about agents coming to visit his farm and arranging contracts for delivery of seed. Two of the
provinces that neighbor An Giang, Dong Thap and Can Tho, have significant Pangasius farming activities
and the nurseries and hatcheries of all three of these provinces provide a lot of different locations from
which a farmer can purchase needed seed.
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That Pangasius nurseries are an established sector within the Pangasius farming industry speaks to a significant difference in the performance of farming in the early stages versus the later stages of growing out fish.
Through my interviews it became clear that farmers strategically choose to buy their seed at different stages
for various reasons related to the performance of their farm. Some farmers choose to buy their seed at 24
hours directly from one of the hatcheries, while others buy theirs at any age up to two months. The farmers I
spoke to provided a variety of reasons for starting to buy younger fish including saving money by buying
smaller sizes, and improved control over quality. In contrast those farmers who prefer to buy larger fish can
avoid high risk smaller stages and improve cash flow by shortening the production cycles. One farmer I
spoke to bought based on primarily price. When the price of fingerlings was very low he would buy as many
as he could the next production cycle, regardless of the size and alter his production cycle to match. These
different kinds of reasoning lead to a diversity of choices made by farmers regarding when, where and from
whom to buy seed for the stocking of their farm.

3.2.2. Changing roles and organisation
The availability of seed is constantly changing due to seasonality of hatchery production and many new farms
entering into the seed supply sector in the communes investigated. Two significant changes occurring were
the implementation of a province-wide hatchery certification scheme and the entrance of new, small nursery
operations. Both the government hatchery and the small independent hatchery I spoke with talked about the
development and implementation of a hatchery certification standard by the An Giang provincial government. The intent of the certification is to create a stable network of small hatcheries in An Giang who are
provided with training and technical support from the government supported hatcheries. The certificate is
free for hatcheries when the owner or manager attends a provincial certification course and passes a standardized exam. The government is concerned about the quality and stability of the seed supply and so instituted this certification to try to manage improve the situation. The government has mandated that all operating
hatcheries must obtain this certification within the next two years and a government informant told me that
similar hatchery certification processes are occurring in other provinces as well. The status of certification in
An Giang is displayed in Table 5. The independent hatchery visited had not yet met the requirements; however they were in discussion with staff from the An Giang Seed Center regarding the process. They had been
promised technical support and possibly even some new broodstock from Lake Tonle Sap in Cambodia in
order to help them improve production. As well, once certified, the hatchery would be allowed to sell their
seed beyond the commune which they currently were restricted to. However it was unclear how the new certification might require them to change their production practices or how the assistance of government technicians might change the quantity, quality or price of the seed that the hatchery sold.
Table 5: Approximate Hatchery Production in An Giang Province (from interview with An Giang Fishery
Extension and Seed Center)
Type

Number

Annual Quantity of Seed (x106)

An Giang Seed Centers

3

100

Certified Hatcheries

70-80

300

Uncertified Hatcheries

20-30

20
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The status of the nursery farms in My Hoa Hung and particularly in Vinh Thanh Trung is also changing. An
extension officer I contracted to visit smaller farms (<1 hectare) in Vinh Thanh Trung in February and
March of 2008 found that nearly 2/3 of the farms he visited had switched over from grow-out to nursery
production in the last year. This trend was confirmed by a visit to a small nursery in Vinh Binh village (in
Vinh Thanh Trung commune) who spoke about 8 different farms in his village (of 13 listed in commune
records for the village) that had switched or were switching to nursery production. Several farmers to whom
I spoke also mentioned that they were considering increasing their nursery capacity. A hatchery owner I
spoke with said that there were good reasons for small farmers to switch including shorter production cycles
for better cash flow, lower capital investment, smaller land requirements and lower water requirements. Certainly the economics of nurseries do seem to be an attractive option as they were described to me by a farmer
who had built a new farm on My Hoa Hung specifically for nursing (see Table 6?). It is not only existing
farmers that are switching but also new farms are being built specifically for nursing, with one informant
pointing out two other farms in the immediate vicinity that were newly constructed specifically as nurseries.
It is difficult to say how the arrival of all these new nurseries might affect issues of seed supply because it is
highly dependent on how stable the change will be and what the quality of these operations will be.
Seed supply also has seasonality to it. The hatcheries I visited did not actively spawn fish from December
through February. This was confirmed by several different sources who mentioned that during certain times
of the year there was no local seed available and farmers who wanted to stock had to travel to other provinces to buy seed. Though reasons for the seasonality or continued availability in other provinces were not clearly articulated several informants accredited it to seasonally cooler water temperatures.
The rapid increase in nurseries and new government interventions in hatchery management combined the
seasonal availability of seed demonstrate a high degree of dynamism in the seed supply sector for Pangasius
in the communes investigated. The performance of farming is tightly linked to inputs like seed forcing farmers to react to unexpected changes, but also plan for expected shortages.

3.2.3. Stability and quality of supply
The first month of development for fish is particularly critical. Problems in growth at this stage can significantly affect a fish’s fitness through the rest of its life. Development at this stage is particularly sensitive to
environmental characteristics like temperatures, light, and pH, but also to nutrition. Slight variations in these
factors early in development can lead to fish with reduced fitness and ultimately affect survival of the cohort
through to harvest. Stock genetics also plays a role in cohort fitness. Use of poor and/or overly inbred parent
stock can lead to poor performing fish. As such farmers are very aware of the necessity of obtaining high
quality seed. Seed sourcing in Pangasius farming is very important, and certifiers have identified it as a key
point as well. However, the ability of farmers to consistently obtain good quality seed remains in doubt because the socioeconomic position of nursery farmers and a lack of expertise and understanding about seed
production in the industry contribute to the vulnerability of a stable supply of seed for farmers to access
when and where they need it.
The economic position and demand for hatcheries in An Giang seems to be relatively entrenched and stable.
Both of the hatcheries I visited had no difficulty selling all of the seed they produced. Indeed, several farmers
mentioned that demand for seed currently exceeded the supply in their areas. This demand, coupled with the
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profit available with minimal investment described in Table 4 can make nursing look like an attractive option
to small farmers. However, the switch to nursing is not such a simple venture. I visited one such farm that
had tried one crop of seed but stopped afterward, which they attributed to bad water quality and heard of
many others from other informants. One nursery farmer with whom I spoke suggested that many new nursery entrants lacked the technical expertise and market connections necessary for success. By his estimation at
least 2/3 of these new nurseries would fail after their first crop. The possibility of this kind of failure rate certainly raises question about the long term stability of seed supply.
Farmers with whom I spoke also remarked on seed vulnerabilities in terms of quality. Particularly they described poor nursery practices and inferior brood genetics leading to reduced fitness of available seed. Several
informants commented to me about the lack of technical understanding by nursery farmers. They learn how
to conduct a nursing operation from their neighbours and from district extension personnel who have received only cursory training in hatchery techniques. As such, farmers doubt the quality of the training nursery
owners have. The independent hatchery I visited was started two years before, after the owner’s son had
completed a one month course on hatchery techniques, which seems like an extremely small amount of training for such a technically complex activity. One farmer and a drug and chemical seller commented that the
high demand for seed combined with a lack of technical understanding leads to hatcheries rushing the
spawning of broodstock rather than letting them rest for the proper amount of time in between spawning
events, which leads to poor quality juveniles. The combination of potentially poor breeding and nursing practices in the sector certainly places a long term question about sustainability, something that farmers must include in their decision making.

3.2.4. Broodstock genetics
Another factor mentioned frequently, though never backed up by any substantive evidence was concern
about the inbred genetics of the stock that hatcheries were using. Government officials seemed particularly
interested in genetics issues, as it was mentioned in 3 different presentations I attended, and the government
hatchery I visited had development of Pangasius broodstock as one of their primary research objectives. The
willingness of government officials to help independent hatcheries obtain Tonle Sap brood fish mentioned
previously seems to support this. Farmers and other industry actors with whom I spoke held a lot of hope
for the potential of genetic enhancement programs to alleviate problems, particularly related to disease. One
drug and chemical seller I spoke to said he was worried about the risk of a major disease risk, but felt that the
selective breeding program of the An Giang Seed Centers would reduce this risk. Interestingly, despite a
strong emphasis on potential genetic pollution from escaped stock by certifiers, none of my informants mentioned this as a source of concern for the industry. Insofar as genetics was discussed, it was solely concerned
the genetic fitness of the stock for farming operations.
Factors like socioeconomics and seasonality related to production stability and techniques and genetics related to quality raise questions about vulnerabilities of seed supply in An Giang and make it clear that procurement of seed is not a simple or consistent guarantee for farmers.

3.2.5. Chain dynamics and blame
The apparent elements of diversity, dynamism and vulnerability of the seed sector play an important role in
the performance of Pangasius farmers who are dependent on that seed. The seed sector is the first step of
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the Pangasius value chain, problems here can potentially be felt all way through the chain. Farmers are very
aware of the importance of seed, and as can be seen in Table 3, fingerlings are the second most significant
contributor to the cost of production (~7%). As mentioned at the beginning of this section, farmers cite seed
supply as one of the most vulnerable components of their production. However, how to stabilize this input,
both in terms of quality and availability, is less clear. Khiem et al (in press) found that 73% farmers did not
have any means to assess the quality of fingerlings they were buying. The farmers and other industry actors I
spoke to commonly raised questions about the quality of fingerlings available from nurseries, both in terms
of health and genetic fitness. However, concrete information about nursery quality was lacking, both because
of a lack of assessment tools and because of the sheer number and diversity of nursery operators. Regardless
of the dearth of information, there was apparent mistrust of the current seed supply system. Farmers with
whom I spoke mentioned crop failures that they attributed to bad seed though there was no way to substantiate these claims. For such a significant segment of the production chain that has these kinds of questions
and lack of clarity is a problem that certifiers are interested in addressing. As can be seen in the preceding
sections, an investigation of the diversity, dynamism and vulnerabilities of the seed sector reveals that problems associated with seed are embedded within a complex matrix of farmer management practices, changing
roles of production and socioeconomic and technical limitations.
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4. Conclusions
In this thesis I have attempted to use the ideas of interactive governance and technography to evaluate the
realities of the Pangasius farming industry in An Giang and how this might interact with a market-based certification system. Conducting a complete assessment of the governability of the Pangasius farming and environmental certification system using the interactive governance (IG) framework has a far broader scope than
could be contained in this Master’s thesis. To that end I have chosen two particular concepts to highlight that
are integral to understand system dynamics, boundaries and embeddedness, relating to the governance system (GS) and the other to the system-to-be-governed (SG), respectively. The concept of system boundaries is
important because it provides insight into how the GS defines the system it operates in. For the SG embeddedness is an important idea because it highlights how actors in the system act and are acted upon. Focusing
on boundaries and embeddedness and how they interact within the IG framework will hopefully allow a
clearer assessment of the potential “governability” of Pangasius aquaculture/Environmental certification
governance system, and the relevance of Interactive Governance theory in practice.
In my conclusion I will focus on characteristics of certifiers standards, the material and social realities of the
Pangasius farming system and the interaction of certification system boundaries and the embeddedness of
farming. Finally I will also briefly review my ideas about the effectiveness of my analytical framework and
how it might be used for future research.

4.1. Goals, assumptions and targets of certification systems
Throughout the IG literature “systems thinking” is alluded to as an heuristic by the authors, an heuristic that
is used frequently. For instance many of the core concepts of the theory contain the word ‘system’, however,
the idea seems to be used rather uncritically. What is a system and how do the authors define it? One area in
which these authors touch on ideas of defining systems is in relation to the governance system’s core feature
of ‘scale’ which is defined by Kooiman and Bavinck (2005 p. 14) as “time and space dimensions of systems
to be governed as well as governing systems.” Bavinck and Salagrama (2008) attempted to operationalise this
core feature in their evaluation of Bay of Bengal Fisheries and reached two key conclusions as regards scale.
First that there are as many ways of defining systems as there are different perspectives and second that there
is no one definitive approach as there are no unequivocal system boundaries. My conception of boundaries
seizes on this beginning in IG and is expanded by using ideas from the school of Critical Systems Thinking
(CST) to develop a critique of how GS’s develop and understand the boundaries of the systems they are intended to govern.
The boundary critique as elaborated by Midgley (1998) arises in response to the normative demand for critical
awareness, one of the themes pursued by CST authors (see Flood and Jackson 1991). Essentially, this approach
says that a fundamental step in intervening in a system is the definition of the boundaries of the system, specifically where to intervene. Boundary critique argues that system boundaries cannot be considered as ‘given’
based on existing reality but are a social construction. The definition of system boundaries is fundamentally
an ethical and political question because it determines what is to be included and consequentially excluded
from a system and the process of defining boundaries occurs in public dialogue. Figure 1 is a visual representation of system boundaries meant to demonstrate marginalization, elements whose inclusion in the system
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are under debate, which means that boundaries are rarely clearly identifiable. This is why the diagram has a
wide boundary to encompass elements that are contested either because they exemplify an ideal system trait
or, inversely a characteristic antagonistic to system inclusion. An example of process of boundary definition,
taken from Midgley (1992) is the organizational boundaries of a service business. Should it include the employees? the customers? the local unemployed workforce? Certainly there are arguments for inclusion/exclusion of all of these elements, and the decision in the end is a value judgement. Churchman (1970)
argues that broadening of system boundaries leads to involvement of more stakeholders, redefining of expertise and reprioritisation of system needs.

The governance case examined by this thesis can be considered a kind of intervention and as such boundary
critique is a valid tool for evaluation. How a GS determines its boundaries for inclusion will determine who
are the stakeholders, the experts and what the needs and potentialities of the system are. The drawing of
boundaries can ultimately affect the effectiveness of an intervention. The empirical data presented in chapter
2 focuses on four different Pangasius certification schemes currently in different stages of design and implementation in Vietnam. Because of a lack of actual practice of certification my analysis focused on the theoretical and/or notional characteristics of these certification systems, based primarily on a reading of the specific
technical standards. I found that certifiers had different goals and approaches to intervention, but shared
some common focus on introduction of new knowledge to the system and of focusing almost exclusively on
farmers who were required to make all the changes and hold responsibility for making those changes.
The certification schemes observed in Vietnam had varying approaches to governance related to their overarching goals and their process of development. Broadly speaking I observed some diversity in the approaches of certifiers, with SQF, Naturland, and PAD providing prescriptive standards for water and seed that appeared to be somewhat insensitive and inflexible in dealing with local context. GlobalGAP standards allowed
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more leeway for local context to play a role because audits were based on plans written by the producer
themselves, however, this introduces a different boundary. The writing of plans for GlobalGAP introduces a
requirement for a completely new kind of knowledge of bureaucratic and procedural knowledge that doesn’t
currently exist in the farming system. These kinds of challenges of implementation relate directly to how the
certifiers perceive the system to be governed and thus how they approach intervention in the Pangasius industry.
Regardless of differences in ideologies and approaches there was a consistency in the focus on farmers as the
primary target of implementation. Although these certification schemes acknowledge that there are other participants and factors in the system when it comes to issues of environmental and social sustainability the primary focus the standards themselves deal exclusively with farm level management and practice. This includes
changes to water management, input quality control and records keeping. These are all elements that certifiers expect farmers to change in order to comply with new standards. Three of the standards include references to certified seed producers, but this simply seems to be grouping similar types of producers together.
Other system actors such as local water users and other inputs suppliers do not appear to be considered or
mentioned in the standards.
It is hard to initiate a discussion on the realities of environmental and social certification implementation in
the Vietnamese Pangasius Industry because only one certification system has actually been fully implemented.
However, it is possible to discuss the way that certifiers envision the path of implementation will be followed.
Most importantly these standards are conceived of as voluntary, and so while certifiers concede that there are
costs involved in achieving and maintaining certification, they feel that farmers are free to follow the standards if they choose to. Typically farmers are expected to upgrade their farms and management systems to
meet the minimum standard on their own. Flexibility in terms of meeting standards and timelines for necessary change are different between the different certification schemes depending on the goals and assumptions
of the certifiers and on the auditors responsible; however, problems relating to the necessary upgrading or
maintenance to comply with new standards are solely the responsibility of the farmer.
In summary, the environmental and social certification systems currently associated with Vietnamese Pangasius production have a variety of approaches to certification, but share a common perspective, placing system boundaries around farmers as the prime target for instituting change and making these farmers responsible for determining how to make and pay for the necessary changes.

4.2. Implications of material and social reality for Pangasius farming
If the interventions of governing system are bounded it is also equally true that the actors in the system-tobe-governed are embedded in material and social structures that enable and constrain their individual choices.
Kooiman (2002, 2008) in his discussion of interactive governance theory invokes the concept of structure
using the ideas of Gidden’s (1984) theory of structuration. Structuration is a broad sociological theory that
attempts to clarify the role of agency and structure in the production and reproduction of social systems.
Agency is the idea that individuals have choice in the actions that they perpetrate, in other words freedom to
affect the world around them. Structure is conceived of as the social fabric that surrounds actors both enabling and constraining action, or another way of looking at it is the way that an individual’s actions are limited
and predetermined by external social forces. Extreme views of these forces can attribute either far too much
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freedom of action in the form of an undersocialized, fully autonomous rational decision maker often modeled by economists, or provide far too little freedom in the form of an oversocialized, completely dependent
and constrained individual perhaps best exemplified by Rousseau’s social contract. Structuration theory says
that there is a balance between the roles of agency and structure and highlights that structure not only constrains but can also enable individual action.
Structuration theory also provides another even more significant perspective on social action, an idea that
Giddens labels as duality. This is the idea that action in society is both limited by structure and changes structure at the same time. As actors perpetrate action in social reality they are guided by structure, however they
still maintain some degree of agency and through their action change the nature of the existing structures,
perhaps slowly and imperceptibly, but change nonetheless. Another author, Granovetter (1985), develops
this idea by criticizing the extreme views of undersocialized and oversocialized actors as both visualizing a set
of fixed rules, either internally or externally generated, that will be consistently followed, when in truth the
rules of the game are continually changing. He uses the term embeddedness to describe the dynamic interactive actor that both has agency and is constrained and enabled by structure, a term I feel more simply and
clearly captures the way I view social action in this thesis.
The ideas of structuration and embeddedness were both fashioned to describe the reproduction of social systems, and as such focus almost exclusively on the social nature of this process. However in truth, society is
surrounded by a material world that has a significant impact on the shape of social systems. Giddens (1984)
notes material constraint as one of three senses of structural constraint, but other authors (see Benton 1996
and Mansfield 2003) have spent more time establishing the structuring characteristics of the material world,
perhaps best illustrated using an example of a river. The physical existence of the Mekong River enables the
practice of farming, however it also restricts because there is only a limited quantity of water. Social organization can improve the efficiency of distribution of the water, but there is a finite limit that cannot be overcome. People also have agency in the material world, such as the ability to fell trees and dig ponds, but this
also has limits. I feel this ‘materialistic’ perspective is important to highlight in my analysis of certification of
Pangasius farming, which is strongly affected by and affects material realities, and fits very well within my
conceptualisation of the embeddedness.
Figure 2 is a visual representation of my perspective of the concept of embeddedness as compared to underand over-structured world views. My understanding of embeddedness has the following four important characteristics:
1. The system is produced through both agency and structure
2. Structure is enabling and constraining
3. Production of the system is recursive, that is, structure constrains/enables action and is reproduced
and changed by action
4. Structure includes both social and material realities
The concept of embeddedness is important to this thesis, rather than a simplified structural view, because it
provides a more holistic insight into how individuals in a system-to-be-governed affect the system and how
they are affected by it. The view of structure that a governing system approaches with will influence their
choices for intervention, and will also provide a different interpretation for the results that it experiences.
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Using the empirical data presented in Chapter 3 I have provided examples of how Pangasius farmers in An
Giang are embedded in a complex network of material and social actualities that have direct and indirect consequences on their performance of farming. These realities can appear anywhere from the local scale to global, can be simple or complex, short-term or long term. An examination of Pangasius farming using the
framework of Interactive Governance can help to illuminate these realities for the reader and how they impact farming practice.
Pangasius farming is a material activity that occurs within a social context. The interplay of material realities
and the surrounding social framework results in the practice of farming that is observed in An Giang. This is
most apparent when examining the elements of water and seed in the system. In my assessment of water and
seed I have shown that it is the complex and continuous interaction of physical and social elements, not either alone that must be understood in order to grasp the appearance of farming reality. The physical characteristics of water demand a certain kind of performance from farmers, which can in turn influence the quality
of water, and the same can be said for quality of seed which is dependent not only on the genetic characteristics of the fish, but also on physical characteristics of the water they develop in. It is important to highlight
the material nature of the system as part of a full description of the system to be governed.
My analysis using the interactive governance framework has also been useful in demonstrating that the practice of Pangasius farming in An Giang is embedded in a wider social reality. My examination of the diversity
water and seed of Pangasius Farming industry in An Giang reveals that farmers and their circumstances are
indeed very diverse. The Pangasius growers interviewed had to deal with diverse water quality and accessibility and different choices for seed sourcing and the resulting management practices. I have also shown that
there is incredible dynamism in the Vietnamese Pangasius industry. Water and seed are in greater and lesser
states of flux. Farmers in An Giang must respond to daily and seasonal fluctuations in water quality and
changing availability and sources of seed. Finally I have demonstrated the vulnerability of the system for
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Pangasius farmers in An Giang. Degradation of water sources and inconsistent quality and availability of seed
threaten the long term sustainability of the industry. Just as there are material realities there are also social
realities of water and seed that influence performance like other community water usage and a seed sector
that is in the process of restructuring. Farmers must face these realities of diverse choices, dynamic change
and questionable sustainability as they grow, buy and sell fish
The realities of the material nature of production, and the diversity, dynamism and vulnerability of the system
all have a direct impact on the performance of Pangasius farmers in An Giang. Some of these realities are
within the direct sphere of influence of the farmer, allowing the farmer to make choices about management;
however some are beyond the farmer’s sphere of influence and the farmer is forced manage around them.
Farmers in An Giang are able to make choices about how they manage their farms in terms of physical realities like pumping schedules to control in-pond water quality and when to purchase seed for production
schedules, and social realities like reducing impacts of discharged water on local communities and from
whom to buy seed. However, there are also diverse external conditions on which farmers have limited influence. Physical parameters like local quality of water, and quality of seed delivered from a hatchery. These
physical and social realities demand action by farmers, whether it is by direct management or managing
around the problem, the way in which farmers make different choices which affect and are affected by material and social realities leads to the performance observed at the farm level.
In summary, the Pangasius farmers in An Giang province must deal with the reality of farming, which I have
described in terms of materiality, diversity, complexity, dynamism and vulnerability. The performance of
farming is the interaction of the farmer with these different aspects of reality in the pursuit of producing fish.
A farmer’s performance is neither a purely social, nor purely freeform act, but rather embedded in, and thus
dependent on and constrained by material and social realities. Water and seed are given as examples of how
this process works.

4.3. Interaction of certification and farming realities
The goal of this thesis is to investigate the potential matches and mismatches between the existing Pangasius
farming system and new environmental and social sustainability certification systems. The concepts of
boundaries and embeddedness will provide a concrete way of evaluating the governing system and the system-to-be-governed. Comparing the insights from the two concepts within the interactive governance
framework will provide some insight into how the two systems will interact together. The preceding section I
have attempted to elaborate on these two concepts sufficiently to allow them to form a clear and concise
foundation for the remainder of the discussion as I evaluate the governability of environmental/social certification and Pangasius aquaculture in Vietnam.
By distinguishing between the governing system and the system-to-be-governed interactive governance provides an excellent descriptive tool for understanding interaction in system governance. Jentoft (2007) provides normatively states that good governance occurs when there is a good match between the modality of
farming and the design of the governance system, using paired characteristics like diversity and sensitivity,
dynamism and flexibility and vulnerability and caution. My research has identified apparent mismatches between the system of Pangasius farmers in An Giang and the governance model of market-based certification.
The interaction of the limited boundaries of certification and the material and social embeddedness of farm-
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ers may result in failure of the governance system unless certifiers take measures to broaden their scope and
account for the embedded nature of Pangasius farming.
Certifiers also seem to ignore how the system in which farmers are embedded constrains compliance with
new standards. The material and social realities of farming may not allow farmers to make the changes demanded by new standards. For instance I have shown in the case of water that different locations have different qualities of water, which means that standards with strict water quality parameters may in fact set there
thresholds below the quality of water entering into a farm. PAD acknowledges this possibility in their draft
documents but has not yet suggested a solution for dealing with this situation. GlobalGAP seems to have
been more successful in addressing local contexts more effectively using their farmer planning documents,
however they seem to completely ignore the fact the a large percentage of Pangasius farmers in Vietnam lack
the expertise to write these kinds of plans, or the financial capacity to hire someone with that skill set. These
kinds of mismatches between GS and SG while they obviously do not exclude all farmers, do severely limit
the percentage of farmers who can participate in the system.
The significant mismatch that remains unacknowledged in the certifiers literature in the simplistic focus on
farmers. I have shown that farmers are embedded in a local material and social context that has a strong influence on their performance. The case I have presented about water demonstrates that there are many different factors that influence farmers management of water including material factors like incoming water but
also social factors like the price of land relatively to quality of water sources. The price of land absolutely affects the day to day management choices that a farmers is capable, with poor farmers usually having relatively
limited access to good quality water for farming. The certifiers’ focus on farmers alone to make changes in
support of improved environmental and social sustainability may, on the surface, appear to be a reasonable
estimation of where the required changes must occur, but it fails to truly value the role of farmer motives and
ability and the importance of the surrounding system in supporting and restricting farmer action. Certification systems choose to leave compliance up to the farmer, regardless of their ability or motivations to do so.
There are many other examples of narrow boundary definitions by certifiers. For instance none of the standards examined included anything about finance or ownership. Unfortunately in this thesis I was unable to
explore this in depth, but it is quite obvious that who owns the farms and if the farmer has access to appropriate sources of financing could have a very significant impact on the motivation and ability of farmers to
comply with new standards.
Conversely, in some instances, realities in the surrounding system can spur the changes desired by certifiers.
In the case of water, the social pressure of other water users can be a positive impetus for changes to a farmers’ water management. However, the failure of certifiers to acknowledge the existence of these surrounding
communities means that they will fail to capture this external source of motivation that could stimulate
change.
One final mismatch between these parts of the systems regards basic interests. Seed provides an excellent
example of this. Amongst farmers and the industry in general there is a great deal of concern about the seed
supply, and also by certifiers. However there concerns do not seem to align very well. Farmers are simply
concerned about the quality of the seed they are buying, while three of the four standards examined raised
issues of genetic pollution of escapees and two of them also discussed issues related to animal welfare. Simply put, genetic pollution and animal welfare are simply non-issues for farmers. Perhaps this mismatch is not
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important, and perhaps the issues of certifiers really are significant sustainability issues, but this difference of
opinions poses a significant barrier to productive interaction between GS and SG, because there is a mismatch of goals.
By reading the technical standards of certification systems, one can come to understand quite a lot about the
image of the system that the drafters of this kind of governing system have. For instance their interests and
goals are clarified, with some certifiers seemingly focused on a final product and only interested in receiving
enough product to fill their market and so excluding large parts of the farming community that are unable to
comply, and other certifiers failing to include farmers in the development phase and thus not capturing
farmer buy-in and motivation to comply. The lack of sensitivity and inclusiveness, as defined by Jentoft
(2007), by certifiers limits Pangasius farmer’s ability and desire to participate in certification and the narrow
focus on farmers artificially creates boundaries on the farming systems that fail to encompass surrounding
factors that can influence the successful implementation of standards. Perhaps certifiers are fully aware of the
ways that they are drawing boundaries, but my experience in the Pangasius Aquaculture Dialogue indicates
that this may not always be the case because some certification systems truly are looking to stimulate broad
based changes in the industry.
The primary goal of this research is to highlight social and material realities that can potentially impact the
implementation and subsequent compliance of Pangasius farmers, however this also directly leads to a discussion about how to deal with this reality. This is a much more difficult and speculative subject, which I discuss only briefly. Understanding the impacts of defined system boundaries, the embeddedness of Pangasius
farmers and the motivation and ability of these farmers and then incorporating this understanding into the
development and implementation of standards can help certifiers to improve compliance. Certifiers should
match their certification requirements more closely to the abilities of Pangasius farmers, creating a system
that demands farmer change, but not so excessively as to be impossible. Incorporating farmers more significantly into the development process will also create more motivation for farmers to comply because of
shared ownership. Finally and most significantly demonstrated in my research, certifiers need to look to actors and factors around the farmers. By understanding the surrounding system more thoroughly certifiers can
appropriately target interventions that strengthen farmer success and reduce factors that constrain farmer
compliance. This may be a bit of a departure from typical certification practice, but by working in the system
around farmers, rather than directly with farmers, certifiers could stimulate much greater change among the
farmers themselves.
My research has demonstrated potential mismatches between the governance system and the system to be
governed. Certifiers approach the Pangasius aquaculture system with a narrow scope, high expectations and a
kind of top-down authoritarianism. Successful implementation of certification should seek to reduce these
mismatches.

4.4. Instructiveness of Interactive Governance and Technography
Through this research the ideas of interactive governance, combined with the concepts of boundaries and
embeddedness were used to inform the discussion about certification as governance. As part of that process
it was appropriate to briefly evaluate effectiveness of these ideas as descriptive tools. All were helpful in un-
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covering facets of the system to be governed salient to the discussion on implementation; however there
were some limitations in capturing certain system elements.
Interactive governance theory was extremely useful in setting the basic framework for investigation and in
highlighting aspects of reality that otherwise would have been overlooked; however, the presentation of the
concept of complexity obscured the nature of interplay between it and the other system characteristics of
diversity, dynamism and vulnerability. The basic framework focused on governance system and the system to
be governed was fundamental and extremely useful in the course of research. Applying the framework of
characteristics to the system to be governed helped to highlight gaps in analysis. However, the characteristic
of complexity in the research appeared to behave more like a meta-characteristic resulting from interaction,
rather than aligned with the other characteristics. As such it was a very difficult component to analyse, and
it’s inclusion within Jentoft’s framework seems somewhat haphazard. Complexity is important and should
remain with the framework, but probably requires a different location. Overall the framework was a valuable
tool and helped to provide good insight.
Technography was a more difficult descriptive tool to bring to an analysis of certification than interactive
governance; however it provided some very important ideas in terms like performance and materiality and
gave resolution that interactive governance was not able to provide. It was particularly useful in highlighting
the materially intractable aspects of water and seed, and how this materiality interacts with the social to produce farmer performance. The ideas of technography, while not inapplicable, were less clear in the empirical
discussion of certification systems, and the strongly social system elements of ownership and credit.
In summary, the creation of a descriptive framework comprised of ideas from interactive governance and
technography was extremely valuable. Further use of the framework for describing other governance systems, particularly in agricultural could be very helpful if one is interested in comparing systems. Another potential use of the framework would be to extend it to an empirical analysis of the governance system, which
unfortunately I was unable to complete in the thesis.

4.5. Summary
In this thesis I have provided insight into the materially and socially embedded nature of Pangasius farming
as it relates to the implementation of new market-based certification governance models. I have outlined the
approaches and target groups of certification schemes. I have shown that the boundaries of the sector of the
Pangasius Industry system commonly targeted by certifiers, namely the farmers themselves, are narrowly defined. My examination of material-social interaction, diversity, complexity, dynamism and vulnerability reveals that farmers are embedded in a broad network of social and material actualities extending far beyond
themselves that have direct and indirect effects on their ability to perform. Ignorance of this broader modality of Pangasius farming by certifiers will lead to the construction of a governance system that doesn’t match
the system to be governed which ultimately will result in ineffective interaction and non-compliance. Certifiers need to be sensitive, flexible and cautious and try to understand the way that material and social realities
surrounding farmers are responsible for diversity, dynamism and vulnerability of farmers, and how that diversity can have positive or adverse affects on farm level performance.
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